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1. Introduction

The adoption of III-nitride (III-N) semiconductor (GaN, AlN, InN) based devices
can be seen as the latest stage in the quest for higher power density and effi-
ciency. This spectacle has been ongoing since the dawn of civilization, although
accelerating significantly during and after the industrial revolution. From
burning coal to steam engines, practical electricity usage started with the devel-
opment of a generator demonstrated in 1871 [1]. From there, electromechanical
relays were replaced by vacuum tubes, first demonstrated in 1904 [2]. However,
a paradigm shift occurred when transistors and especially integrated circuits
came into use in 1947 and 1958, respectively [3,4]. Now the focus is no longer
on creating large-sized objects, but rather on the possibility of small and well
integrated components in a single apparatus as famously outlined in ’There’s
Plenty of Room at the Bottom’ in 1959 [5]. These factors are not directly limited
by resources and manpower, but by the level of technology. After the advent of
silicon (Si) complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology, the
complexity of integrated circuits has doubled roughly every two years bringing
unprecedented change and possibilities [6].

Interestingly, the current prominent compound semiconductor families, so-
called traditional III-Vs (e.g., GaAs and InP) and III-Ns, both gained their
foothold in the market of light-emitting applications [7,8]. This occurred because
silicon could not be used as a light emitter due to an indirect band gap. The
basic epitaxial and bulk crystal growth techniques for the III-Vs were discovered
and developed for the first infra-red and red light emitting diodes (LED) in
1955 [9]. Furthermore, these techniques enabled the diode laser (1962), which
together with the optical fiber (1970s) forms the backbone of a data-driven
society [10,11]. This shall be a lesson to future semiconductor materials to start
from the simpler two-terminal devices, and especially light-emitting applications,
which are powerful in capturing the imagination of young scientists.

Later, in 1970s it was discovered that GaAs field effect transistors (FETs) offer
a much higher operating frequency in comparison to that of silicon FETs [12,13].
Even more remarkable cut-off frequencies were achieved with high electron
mobility transistors (HEMTs) [13]. HEMT exploits clever band engineering by a
heterostructure separating the dopants from the transistor channel. This allows
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the channel to retain the bulk charge carrier mobility regardless of the doping
density.

Similarly, both semiconductor families have their application in swords and
ploughshares [13,14]. Having demonstrated excellent mm-wave amplification
properties in 1983, GaAs HEMTs were perfected in the 1990s for radio frequency
(RF) applications through the further investment of defense funding [15–18].
Some of the developed technologies were transferred to the mass market, and
currently, GaAs RF power amplifiers are used in cell phone handsets and base
stations [19].

GaN was proposed as the material for blue LEDs which cannot be realized
with the traditional III-Vs [8]. Blue LEDs were long sought after to complete
the visible spectrum with solid-state sources. However, no suitable material
candidate existed as a wide and direct band gap is required. In the 1980s, both
GaN and II-IV semiconductors were considered [8]. While II-IVs were limited
by reliability, the momentum of GaN crystal growth studies were petering
out as single-crystalline material had not been demonstrated, despite years
of research [8]. Eventually, device quality material was achieved (1988) in a
reactor type, metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE), that was pioneered
during GaAs research, although heavily modified for GaN growth [20]. After
the demonstration of the blue LED, the GaN market exploded in the late 1990s
[8,21,22]. The most impressive application was the phosphorous down-converted
white LED, for that is expected to dominate virtually all general lighting [8]. Its
importance is highlighted by the 2014 Nobel prize in Physics which was awarded
for developing the blue GaN LED [23].

In an apparent case of history repeating itself, it did not take long to envision
the GaN based HEMTs (1993) where the wide band gap of GaN could reap bene-
fits [24]. Again, the defense contractors stepped in (early 2000s) and relatively
immature GaN HEMTs were able to cater for the low volume markets [25,26].
In these applications the unit cost has not been a stringent limitation over
bleeding edge performance. New installations and upgrades are mostly based
on GaN, due to the much higher attainable power densities. A wide band gap
allows the use of much higher operating voltages and tremendously increases
the power density [14]. As a testament to this, GaN based RF amplifiers and
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) show an order of magnitude
higher power densities below 100 GHz compared to GaAs technology [13]. GaAs
and InP retain some of the niche applications beyond 100 GHz, for example in
radio astronomy [13,14].

Completing the circle, GaN RF amplifiers are poised to possess the future
5G mobile networks [14,27]. The global RF components and front-end module
market size is currently 18 billion USD [28]. As discussed, the GaN HEMTs
offer unparalleled power density rendering them compelling for base stations
[14,27]. On the other hand, the increased efficiency could also place GaN into
handsets [27]. In addition, GaN-on-Si RF devices can reduce the substrate
cost, and subsequently, significantly affect the cost of the chip [29, 30]. GaAs
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technology cannot compete in terms of the substrate cost as devices grown on Si
are not possible. Further, the GaN-on-Si can leverage the epitaxy infrastructure
built for GaN LEDs and similarly some of the Si fab capacity [29]. However,
the use of GaN-on-Si devices for RF applications is challenging due to limited
thermal conductivity and losses caused by substrate conduction. The substrate
choice ultimately depends on the performance per dollar and the performance
figures required in the actual 5G applications.

In addition to RF electronics, the III-Ns hold much promise in power electron-
ics [31]. The low on-resistance, high breakdown voltage, and high operating
frequency offers high power density and efficiency. The higher frequency also
allows the reduction or elimination of passive components, thus significantly
reducing the overall system footprint [32]. In the case of the lower voltage
switching power applications, AC-adapters and DC-DC conversion (below 900 V),
GaN-on-Si has the potential to replace the incumbent Si technology and over-
come the proposed SiC-based alternatives. This sector encompasses roughly 70%
of the 15 billion USD total power electronics component/module market [33].

Despite all of this, III-N technology is far from being perfected and holds much
untapped potential and challenges [32]. This dissertation aims to improve III-N
technology on two fronts: to enable a higher level of integration as well as to
forge a path to future ultra-wide band gap (UWBG) AlN-based transistors. Pub-
lication I studies the growth of GaN HEMTs on silicon-on-insulator substrates
which could offer better lateral isolation for power electronics and improved RF
characteristics by reducing the substrate conduction losses [34]. In Publication
II, p-channel GaN HEMTs were fabricated monolithically with the more com-
mon n-channel HEMTs. The development of GaN-CMOS would increase the
possible level of integration tremendously by enabling monolithic gate driver
logic. Finally, Publications III, IV, V, VI, and VII present the development of
front-end-of-line fabrication process of an N-polar AlN-based transistor and an
ion-implanted metal-polar AlN-based transistor. We achieved the capability of
fabricating this novel N-polar transistor. UWBG AlN holds tremendous potential
for high power applications due to a critical electric field four times that of GaN
and forty times that of Si [32].
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2. III-N semiconductors

III-Nitride (III-N) semiconductors are compound semiconductors made of one or
more atoms from the group III elements (Ga, Al, In and B) and nitrogen. In turn,
the III-Ns are a subset of III-V semiconductors which similarly consist of group
III and V elements. The III-N semiconductors possess some physical properties
rendering them superior to other material systems in short wavelength light
emitters, power amplification, and power switching applications [14, 35, 36].
Namely, these properties are a wider and direct band gap, high electron mobility
and saturation velocity, thermal stability, thermal conductivity and chemical
stability [37].

The interest in III-N short wavelength LEDs has existed since the semicon-
ducting properties of III-V compounds were predicted in 1952 [38]. The materials
themselves were discovered much earlier; AlN, InN and GaN were first reported
in 1907, 1910, and 1932, respectively [39]. The development of other III-V
materials was rapid, the first GaAs LED and laser were demonstrated as early
as 1955 and 1962, respectively [9, 10]. In contrast, the first GaN LED was
realized in 1972 [40]. However, the first demonstrations were seriously limited
by material disorder and especially poor p-type doping, problems which were
tackled in the late 1980s and during the 1990s [41, 42]. It was not until 1994
that the first InGaN-based LEDs achieved a brightness comparable to GaAs
LEDs [22].

Similar to LEDs, HEMT based on GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure were demon-
strated in 1980 [15]. The great potential of these transistors was soon realized
for radio-frequency applications in data communications and radars [16]. A
similar approach using III-Ns, an AlGaN/GaN interface, was thought to exhibit
superior performance and was first demonstrated in 1993 [24]. At present, the
GaN-based HEMTs reign supreme in RF power amplification applications below
100 GHz, and are poised to partially take over in mobile phone infrastructure
and power electronics [13,14].

Figure 2.1 presents the in-plane lattice constant (a) and band gap energies
(Eg) of various semiconductors and their alloys with the III-Ns colored blue in
this figure. It can be seen that the III-Ns fully span a wide band gap range
including the visible spectrum. On the other hand, the lattice constants of III-Ns
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significantly differ from those of more traditional III-V semiconductors rendering
integration of these two groups difficult. Furthermore, the III-Ns most favorably
crystallize into a hexagonal wurtzite lattice whereas the other III-Vs are more
thermodynamically stable in the cubic zinc blende configuration [37].

Figure 2.1. In-plane lattice constant a and band gap energy of various semiconductors and their
alloys. The alloy group to which the semiconductor belongs is represented by a
color: III-Ns (blue), other III-Vs (green), II-IVs (pink), elemental semiconductors
(red), 6H polytype of SiC and sapphire (black). Sapphire is presented as a common
substrate for GaN epitaxy, although it is not a semiconductor. The colored area
illustrates the color of light emitted by the semiconductors. The lines between two
binary semiconductors depict the properties of the ternary alloys of these materials.
Similarly, the area inside these lines describe the properties of quaternary alloys.
Adapted from Reference [43].

The early challenges in realizing III-N devices were due to problems related to
achievable material quality [7,37]. GaN (and other III-Ns) are characterized by
a high thermal stability, which is due to the high binding energies between group
III elements and nitrogen. This leads to high thermal stability, for example,
the sublimation point of GaN exceeds 1400 ◦C [37,44]. Therefore, melt-based
growth techniques are extremely challenging, although recent progress has been
achieved towards bulk crystals, 50 mm GaN and AlN wafers being available
[32,45]. In contrast, traditional III-V materials (GaAs and InP) can be grown
using Czochralski or Bridgman-Stockbarger melt-based methods [46,47]. An-
other limitation is that only a few foreign substrates share the same atomic
arrangement with GaN on the surface and have a sufficiently similar lattice
constant. The most prominent compatible substrates are (111) oriented Si, 4H
and 6H polytypes of SiC and c-plane sapphire [8,29,41].

At the time of writing, the majority of III-N growth is still performed on
foreign substrates using either a low-pressure vapor phase (MOVPE, HVPE)
or molecular beam epitaxy [7,35]. In earlier studies, it was discovered that by
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Table 2.1. Properties and figures of merits for various semiconductors [32,37]. The Baliga’s figure
of merit gauges resistive losses while the combined figure of merit estimates overall
effectiveness of a high frequency and high power density device.

Si SiC GaAs GaN AlN Ga2O3

Bandgap Eg (eV) 1.1 3.3 1.4 3.4 6.0 4.5

Electron mobility μe

(cm2/Vs)
1500 700 8500 1200 400 200

Saturation velocity vsat

(107 cm/V)
1 2 1 2.7 1.9 2

2DEG density q/cm2 - - 4 × 1012 2 × 1013 2 × 1013 -

Critical electric field Ec

(106 V/cm)
0.3 2.2 0.4 3.3 12 6.5

Dielectric constant εr 11.8 10 12.8 9 8.5 10

Thermal conductivity κ

(W/cmK)
1.5 4.9 0.46 1.3 2.9 0.2

Baliga’s figure of merit
(relative to Si) εrμeEc

3
:= 1 160 15 810 12300 1100

Combined figure of
merit (relative to Si)
κεrμevsatEc

2

:= 1 140 3.35 170 2450 14.1

applying a lower temperature nucleation layer, although riddled with defects,
sufficiently single-crystalline GaN can be grown on sapphire [41]. Later on,
more elaborate desorption and re-crystallization techniques greatly improved
the material quality [7,48]. III-N growth is discussed in more detail in Chapter
3.

Another major challenge was effective p-type doping. It was discovered that
Mg-doping can produce p-type GaN [42]. However, as-grown p-GaN layers are
resistive due to hydrogen-passivated acceptors. Therefore, thermal activation
of Mg-doped layers is required. Even when activated, p-GaN shows low hole
concentration and two orders of magnitude lower conductivity compared to n-
GaN [49]. This is due to the high activation energy of Mg acceptors (160-200 meV
� kbT ≈ 26 meV, at room temperature) [37,49]. Thus, at room temperature only
6% of the acceptors are activated.

In light-emitting applications, the wide and direct bandgap (Figure 2.1) of III-
N alloys enables efficient LEDs and lasers in the short wavelength region from
ultra-violet to green [7]. However, longer wavelengths are difficult to attain due
to the degrading quality of In-containing alloys [50–52]. The short wavelength
region has historically been difficult to cover using other material systems
[7, 51, 53]. GaAs based devices faced diminishing efficiency when emission
wavelength was decreased since there is a shortage of wide and direct band gap
alloys. II-VI semiconductors have similarly faced serious reliability problems
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[54]. The importance of efficient short wavelength emitters was highlighted by
the 2014 Nobel prize which was awarded for developing the GaN-based blue
LED [23]. The blue LED, especially when used as a base for white LEDs through
phosphor conversion, has prodigiously increased the efficiency of general lighting.
It was estimated that solid-state lighting (SSL), spearheaded by GaN LEDs,
could reduce world electricity consumption by 10% [7]. The crystal growth and
device fabrication methods and tools that have been developed for GaN-based
SSL can be applied to GaN-based electronics and further to develop other wide
band gap materials.

Figure 2.2. Specific on-resistance as a function of breakdown voltage of various semiconductors
for power electronics applications (Publication VII).

In electronics applications, the performance of a low-frequency unipolar power-
switching device roughly scales with the cube of the critical electric field, Ec

3,
due to device dimensional scaling according to the Baliga’s Figure of Merit
(BFOM) [55]. Table 2.1 presents properties and figures of merits for various
semiconductors. The critical electric field has approximately a super-square
relation to the band gap, Ec ∼ Eg

2.6. It follows that the performance of a power
device roughly scales to the eigth power of the material band gap, Eg

8 [32]. On
the other hand, the current density is determined by the charge carrier density,
mobility, and saturation velocity [56].

The III-N material system offers heterostructures in which a high-density
and high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) can be generated at
the material interface [24]. The 2DEG is formed by exploiting the differences
in band gaps of various III-N alloys together with strong spontaneous and
piezoelectric fields inherent to III-Ns [35]. Combining the high critical electric
field with the 2DEG allows a III-N device to exhibit a high voltage handling
capability alongside high current output normalized by the die area. Figure 2.2
presents the visualization of the BFOM, the specific on-resistance as a function of
breakdown voltage, for various semiconductors. It can be seen that, due to these
considerations, the wide band gap GaN as well as the ultra-wide band gap AlN
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and their alloys hold great potential for high power applications. On the other
hand, the high mobility of the 2DEG and a high electron saturation velocity (vsat)
enable high frequency operation [14]. Furthermore, the III-Ns have high thermal
stability and high thermal conductivity. These properties complement each other
leading to a smaller die area being required to achieve high operation voltage
and high current density. In radio-frequency (RF) applications, the high current
density results in a higher amplification and together with higher operation
voltage allows the use of fewer amplifier stages [14]. Considering the operation
frequency, the smaller transistor dimensions reduce parasitic reactances, and
the channel length can be more aggressively scaled while maintaining the same
breakdown voltage. III-N FETs are further discussed in Chapter 5.1.

It should be noted that the figures of merits (FOMs) are very simplistic ap-
proaches that do not consider heterostructures or other more complex device
configurations which allow the overcoming of some material limitations. For
example, AlGaAs/InGaAs and AlGaN/GaN heterostructures have shown 2DEG
mobilities in excess of 10000 and 2000 cm2/Vs, respectively [57,58]. Similarly,
Si-based insulated-gate bipolar heterojunction transistors operate almost at an
order of magnitude beyond the theoretical BFOM limit, although at the expense
of switching speed. Nevertheless, the FOMs set the starting point for materials
and device engineering.

2.1 Crystal structure

The III-N semiconductors can crystallize either in hexagonal wurtzite or cubic
zinc blende configuration, the former being more common and thermodynami-
cally stable, thus being used in commercial devices [37]. Figure 2.3 presents the
hexagonal wurtzite structure of GaN with one unit cell highlighted. In Figure
2.3, the unit cell topmost plane perpendicular to the c-axis is called the metal-
polar plane and, conversely, the bottom plane is referred to as the nitrogen-polar
(N-polar) plane. The structure for AlN or InN can be obtained by substituting
the Ga sites by Al or In, respectively.

The binding energies between group III atoms and nitrogen are stronger
compared to arsenide or phosphide compounds. This explains some of the
fundamental differences between these semiconductors, namely, the smaller
III-N lattice constants, greater band gaps, thermal stability, and sublimation,
instead of melting under atmospheric pressure [37].

The III-Ns are polar materials with respect to the lattice direction c exhibiting
both spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization [37]. The spontaneous polariza-
tion is present in any III-N crystal and does not depend on external forces. The
spontaneous polarization is due to three different factors. First, the wurtzite
crystal lacks inversion symmetry with respect to the c-axis. It can be seen
(Figure 2.3) that by rotating the crystal such that the lattice vector c points in
the opposite direction, the atomic arrangement changes. Secondly, the nitrogen
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Figure 2.3. Hexagonal wurtzite structure of metal-polar GaN with one unit cell highlighted. The
lattice vector c points towards the metal-polar plane. [59]

atom is considerably more electronegative (3.04) than group III atoms (e.g., 1.81
for Ga). Therefore, when bound together, the electron clouds of these atoms orbit
closer to nitrogen, forming a dipole. Finally, the III-N structure slightly deviates
from the theoretical wurtzite structure. The nearest neighbor distance between
III and N atoms in the c-axis is about 0.5% larger than required for symmetry,
leading to non-uniform distribution of the dipoles. Most of the contributions
of the dipoles cancel each other due to multiple unit cells being stacked in a
crystal. However, charges are present where the crystal has a discontinuity
along the c-plane, such as crystal facets or interfaces. The order of magnitude
for the spontaneous polarization charge is 2 × 1013 q/cm2 which determines
the charge that can be expected in heterostructure interfaces. Similar to the
spontaneous polarization, the piezoelectric polarization arises from the unequal
charge distribution along the c-axis. If the III-N wurtzite structure is under
bi-axial strain along the c-plane, then the crystal also deforms with respect to
the c-axis. The deformation along the c-axis changes the charge distribution.
Conversely, an external electric field can couple to the existing charges and
cause mechanical strain [60]. In contrast to the III-Ns, arsenide and phosphide
compounds (e.g., GaAs and InP) are non-polar since the zinc blende structure is
symmetrical and the differences in electronegativities are small.

GaN and other III-Ns are most commonly grown in the polar c-plane orienta-
tion. However, other semi-polar and non-polar planes exist [30,35,37,61]. Figure
2.4 presents common III-N crystal orientations. The classification between these
planes is that semi-polar planes show some polarization albeit weaker than the
c-plane. Likewise, the non-polar planes do not ideally have any polarization. The
non-polar planes are perpendicular to the c-plane, thus exhibiting inversion sym-
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Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of a) polar and non-polar crystal planes and b) an example of a
semi-polar GaN wurtzite crystal plane [61].

metry regarding the growth direction. The semi-polar orientations are angled
somewhere between the c-plane and non-polar planes. The closer the plane is to
the c-plane, the stronger the polarization. The most prevailing non-polar planes
are the m- and the a-plane while r-plane is the common semi-polar plane. There
is particular interest in growing GaN in non-polar and semi-polar orientations.
However, finding a suitable substrate becomes even more challenging compared
to c-plane GaN due to the complexity of the wurtzite lattice. Most proposed
solutions are growth on native substrates, which are limited in size and quantity,
in addition to growth on patterned substrates [30,62,63]. In both approaches,
anti-phase domains and other crystalline defects have thus far rendered them
nonviable for commercial production [30,62].

The spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization in III-N devices can be ben-
eficial or a challenge depending on the application. Since the vast majority
of commercial devices are realized using the polar c-plane material, the po-
larization effects are considerable. In InGaN/GaN-LEDs the polarization is
detrimental to performance due to the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE)
[64]. In this case, the polarization field spatially separates the charge carriers
in the quantum wells reducing the radiative recombination probability, thus
lowering efficiency. Interest has also been shown in fabricating LEDs using the
semi-polar and non-polar crystalline orientations [30,63]. However, the growth
in these orientations has proved significantly challenging due to a lack of native
substrates and high material defect density when grown on foreign substrates.
In contrast to the LEDs, the AlGaN/GaN HEMTs exploit the polarization to
generate the 2DEG which acts as the transistor channel [24,35]. The 2DEG is
confined to a thin region in a heterostructure which resembles a quantum well
generated by the band bending between AlGaN and GaN. The charge carriers in
the 2DEG originate from surface states. Formation of the 2DEG and HEMTs
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are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.1.

2.2 Crystallographic defects

Crystalline materials do not perfectly follow ideal lattice structures, instead
a location or collective locations in which the material deviates from the ideal
structure is called a crystallographic defect. The defects can significantly change
the electrical and optical properties of crystalline semiconductors and operation
of devices made from these materials [30,65].

Defects can be generated during the crystal growth, for example, due to
impurities in the growth medium or lattice mismatch between the substrate
and layer being grown [66–69]. The defects can be divided into point defects in
which the defect is localized around a single lattice point and line defects which
can extend throughout the lattice.

The most important point defects to consider in III-N thin films are substi-
tutional defects, typically unintentional impurities, in which a foreign atom
substitutes an atom the lattice site. Impurities in semiconductor films can signif-
icantly change the electrical properties. Intentionally alloyed impurities, in the
form of doping, work in a similar fashion [70]. The change can be of the material
resistivity or whether the semiconductor is p- or n-type. For example, III-N films
are typically slightly n-type due to unintentional oxygen incorporation which is
caused by traces of water in precursor material ammonia [67,71]. Compensating
deep-level doping can be added to counter the unintentional n-type conductivity
[66,72–74]. Other point defects include vacancies, which are lattice sites without
an atom and interstitial sites where an extra atom occupies a site that is not
included in the lattice. These types of defects and their contribution to material
properties typically become significant in low defect density bulk materials.

Figure 2.5. Deformation of a lattice around a dislocation line due to (a) screw dislocation and (b)
screw dislocation, tilt and twist in the mosaic mode, respectively. [75]

Line defects in the form of dislocations are the other significant defect type
in III-Ns. Dislocations are areas around which the atoms in the lattice are
misaligned. Dislocations are typically generated during crystal growth to reduce
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the strain due to lattice mismatches. Two vectors define a dislocation, these are
the line vector l and Burgers vector b. The line vector defines the direction in
which the dislocation propagates with the Burgers vector defining the magnitude
and direction of the displacement in the lattice. The Burgers vector typically
equals a lattice vector or a sum of lattice vectors since the lattices separated by
the dislocation remain unperturbed.

Dislocations that have a line vector (close to) perpendicular to the substrate
surface are called threading dislocations since they propagate through the grown
layer. These dislocations have a great effect on device performance. Threading
dislocations can reduce charge carrier mobility through increased scattering, act
as vertical leakage paths, or reduce the luminous effectiveness of a quantum
well [30,65]. Therefore, the characterization and reduction of these dislocations
is key for efficient devices.

There are three (threading) dislocation types which are usually considered for
III-Ns. These are the edge, screw, and mixed dislocation in which the mixed
dislocation is a combination of edge and screw dislocations. The edge and screw
dislocation lines and resulting lattice deformations are presented in Figure 2.5.
Dislocations in highly defective III-N films are typically approximated with the
mosaic model [75,76]. In this model, the crystal consists of ideal lattice grains in
which the atoms are perfectly organized. The grains are then slightly misaligned
from each other, thus confining the deformation to the grain boundaries. The
mosaic model is a reasonable approximation for most epitaxial III-N films,
especially those that are grown on foreign substrates [75]. In these films, the
grains are sufficiently small to justify the assumption of localized deformation.
However, in low dislocation films, the deformation occurs more gradually around
the dislocation line and a more sophisticated analysis is required [75]. The
application of the mosaic model to assess dislocation density is further discussed
when applied to X-ray diffraction in Chapter 4.5.1.

In this dissertation, all the grown films considered are c-plane oriented III-Ns;
therefore, the dislocations propagate perpendicular to the c-plane and to the
substrate, l = [0001]. An edge dislocation can be seen as an insertion of extra
half-plane into the lattice as seen in Figure 2.5 (b). The other lattice planes
bend around the extra half-plane. Another way to visualize the edge dislocation
is to treat the dislocation as a boundary of two grains that are slightly twisted
away from each other. In the case of edge dislocations, b and l are perpendicular
to each other. For an edge dislocation, the Burgers vector is bedge = 1

3 [1120]
whose magnitude is equal to the in-plane lattice constant |bedge| = a. In a similar
fashion, a screw dislocation can be seen as a boundary of two grains that have
a different tilt (Figure 2.5 (a)). In this case, the height difference between the
grains c-planes at the grain edge is one unit cell. Thus, the screw dislocation
bscrew = [0001] and |bscrew| = c, which is equal to the out-of-plane lattice constant
and the b and l are parallel. Therefore, the edge and screw dislocations are
orthogonal. Usually, the edge dislocations dominate the crystalline quality;
there are less than 2% of screw dislocations. The combination of an edge and a
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screw dislocation, a mixed dislocation, is usually treated as a separate case. In
the mixed dislocation, the grains are displaced by a half-plane as in the edge
dislocation and by an out-of-plane lattice constant c as in the screw dislocation.
The mixed dislocation is thus bmixed = bedge + bscrew = 1

3 [1120] + [0001] = 1
3 [1123]

and |bmixed| = |bedge| + |bscrew| = a + c.
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3. III-N growth

There has been interest in producing III-N crystals since the semiconducting
properties of III-Vs were predicted in 1952 [38]. Polycrystalline AlN, InN and,
GaN had been reported much earlier in 1907, 1910, and 1932, respectively
[39]. However, a sufficiently high crystalline quality for device applications was
reached much later in the late 1980s [20].

The difficulties in realizing single crystalline material were due to the phys-
ical properties of III-Ns, which required growth on non-native substrates and
modified growth reactor design [8,37]. As previously discussed, the growth of
bulk III-Ns is extremely difficult due to the high temperatures required and the
pressures which necessitate the growth on foreign substrates. It was eventually
discovered in 1988 that a sapphire substrate could be used for the growth of GaN
[20]. C-plane (0001) cut sapphire offers the same hexagonal atomic arrangement
as GaN; hence, GaN preferentially grows in the c-plane orientation on sapphire.
However, GaN could not be directly grown as a large lattice mismatch (14%) and
low stiction at high growth temperature caused large grains. A low temperature
AlN buffer layer was used to cover the substrate as AlN offers more conformal
deposition and a wider parameter space for growth [7,8,20,41]. Smooth GaN
films were then obtained on the AlN buffer layer. Trimethylgallium, trimethy-
laluminum and ammonia were used as the gallium, aluminum and nitrogen
sources, respectively, in an hydrogen environment. The reactor in this early
study had a modified flow scheme compared to the then typical GaAs MOVPE
[7, 20]. A much higher inert gas flow (carrier flow) was used. This is done
because the very high temperatures, in excess of 1000 ◦C, required for GaN
growth can cause turbulent flow in the reactor chamber. A higher flow rate is
used to overcome the convection effects.

Once single crystalline GaN had been achieved, changing the conduction type
through doping was the next challenge, although suitable dopants had been
theoretically identified. It was quickly discovered that silicon could be used as
an n-type dopant and it yielded conductive films as-grown [21]. Silicon dopant
was supplied to the reactor during growth using gas-source precursors, either
silane or disilane, which were readily available due to their use in fabrication
of Si-based devices. On the other hand, p-type doping of GaN and other III-Ns
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was, and still is, a major challenge which delayed the demonstration of high-
efficiency light emitting devices [70]. P-type doping was eventually realized
using magnesium [77,78]. Although magnesium had been theorized to lead to
p-type conduction, the as-grown Mg-doped GaN was highly resistive [77,78]. Mg
could be incorporated during growth by using bis-cyclopentadienyl-magnesium
as the metal-organic source. However, Mg-doping for achieving p-type layers
is not very effective due to two factors. First, the activation energy of Mg-
acceptors in GaN is high (160-200 meV � kbT (300 K) ≈ 26 meV). Thus, at
room temperature, only 6% of the acceptors are activated [70]. Secondly, the
Mg-acceptors are passive as-grown, unable to bind electrons because Mg-atoms
form complexes with hydrogen [70]. In earlier studies the complexes were
broken with electron beam irradiation [77]. It was later discovered that a simple
post-growth thermal annealing could be used [78]. However, the annealing is
conducted in nitrogen ambient to prevent the forming of new Mg-H complexes.
Other impurities and co-doping have been studied for p-type III-Ns, but despite
the challenges, Mg-doping has been the most used approach [70]. In the future,
polarization could be potentially used for creating higher hole densities [79].

At present, multiple methods exist for the growth of epitaxial III-N crystals
[20,45,80–83]. Epitaxy means a growth method in which the growing material
attempts to copy the crystalline structure and orientation of the substrate ideally
producing a single crystalline material. In the case of III-N epitaxy, due to a
lack of native substrates, it could be considered that the used substrates are
sufficiently similar to enable a III-N layer to be grown with a tolerable threading
dislocation density (TTD). A low TTD is required for electronic devices with
high charge carrier density, such as LEDs or FETs, since the dislocations acts
as routes for recombination or leak currents, thus limiting overall efficiency
[30,65].

The growth methods can be divided into thin-film and bulk growth methods.
Established thin-film methods are metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE)
and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [20,81,83]. The growth process in MOVPE
is based on chemical reactions of organometallic compounds as opposed to MBE
in which physical deposition (phase transition) is employed. Two common bulk
growth methods are hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) and ammonothermal
growth [45,82]. In the case of HVPE, chemical reactions of metal chlorides are
used whereas the ammonothermal method is based on supercritical ammonia
under high pressure and temperature conditions [8].

The thin-film methods are used to create device structures on an existing
substrate whereas bulk methods aim to realize a suitable base for the thin-film
growth. The thin-film methods are more versatile meaning that many material
compositions can be achieved together with sharp interfaces and doping while
the bulk growth methods are more limited. However, the bulk methods have a
much faster growth rate in the order of 100 μm/h (HVPE) compared, for example,
to typical 1 μm/h in MOVPE [20,81,82].

MOVPE and MBE growth of III-Ns is well established on foreign substrates.
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The bulk growth methods are still limited by throughput, maximum wafer size,
and achievable material quality. Nevertheless, bulk substrates are expected
to unleash the full potential of III-Ns once maturity is reached. The threading
dislocation densities (TTD) of ammonothermal GaN can be as low as 104/cm2

[84]. HVPE growth on sapphire substrates can be thought of as a middle
ground between these two approaches. Using this method, a TTD of 107/cm2

can be reached in commercial scale production [82] which is roughly one order of
magnitude lower than by MOVPE/MBE growth [30]. However, due to the high
cost, these quasi-bulk substrates are virtually exclusively used for InGaN-lasers
where low TTD is required due to high current density.

Most commercial III-N devices are fabricated using MOVPE since it is pos-
sible to scale the reactor size to accommodate more and larger wafers [29]. In
addition maintenance is easier and growth is somewhat faster. However, MBE
is attractive for materials research as doping and interfaces can be controlled on
the monolayer level.

3.1 Substrates for III-N epitaxy

III-N epitaxy is most prominently carried out on foreign substrates due to a
lack of native substrates. Table 3.1 presents common commercial substrates
for GaN and AlN epitaxy, and a comparison of the most important properties,
that is, the in-plane lattice constant a and thermal expansion coefficient. Figure
3.1 presents the atomic arrangement of the most common substrates for GaN
epitaxy, Si, sapphire and SiC, superimposed with the GaN lattice.

Figure 3.1. Atomic arrangement of the most common substrates for GaN epitaxy, Si, sapphire
and SiC compared to the GaN lattice. The sapphire lattice is rotated by 30◦ to
minimize the effective lattice mismatch. [30]

The lack of high quality native substrates is a serious obstacle in epitaxial
growth of III-nitrides. Whereas substrates for phosphide and arsenide com-
pounds (eg. GaAs, InP) can be grown using standard Czochralski or Bridgman-
Stockbarger processes, melt-based growth of III-nitrides is not viable [46,47].
There are two main causes for this. First, the melting points of III-nitrides are
high. For instance, the theoretical melting point of GaN is 2500 ◦C. Furthermore,
the dissociation pressure of nitrogen at that temperature is estimated to be 45
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Table 3.1. Common substrates for III-N epitaxy and III-N materials [37].

Si (111) SiC Sapphire GaN AlN

In-plane lattice constant
a nm

3.840 3.081 2.748 3.189 3.122

Lattice mismatch to
GaN (%)

-16.95 3.54 16.09 - 2.47

Lattice mismatch to AlN
(%)

-18.96 1.04 13.29 -2.41 -

Thermal expansion coef-
ficient Δa/a (ppm/K)

2.6 4.2 7.2 5.6 4.2

Thermal expansion mis-
match to GaN (%)

53 25 -28 - 25

Thermal expansion mis-
match to AlN (%)

38 0 -71 -33 -

Thermal conductivity
(W/cmK)

1.5 3.8 0.5 1.6 2.9

000 atm. Therefore, it is clear that GaN melt cannot be created at least without
extreme conditions [45].

GaN is widely grown on non-native substrates despite the existence of native
ammonothermally grown and HVPE grown substrates. However, native sub-
strates are not available in sufficient sizes and quantities at a competitive cost.
Sapphire, Si and SiC are the most used substrates for epitaxial growth of GaN
and typical substrate sizes range from 100 mm to 200 mm [30]. The use of these
substrates presents challenges especially in lattice mismatch, thermal expansion
mismatch and, in the case of silicon, chemical stability [29, 30, 37, 68, 85]. It
is evident that the substrate choice is a compromise between factors such as
price and lattice mismatch together with electrical, chemical and mechanical
properties. The use of non-native substrates has required the development of
different nucleation and buffer layers in order to achieve high quality III-N
material for devices.

It can be seen (Table 3.1) that SiC has the best properties for III-N growth
out of the most common foreign substrates. SiC offers small lattice and thermal
mismatches in addition to high thermal conductivity. SiC offers an almost
lattice matched substrate particularly for AlN-based devices. However, SiC is
more expensive compared to Si and sapphire; therefore, SiC is mostly used for
applications in which high power density and material quality is preferred over
unit-area cost, mostly RF power amplifiers [14,29,36]. SiC has a smaller in-plane
lattice constant, meaning that III-N layers can be grown under compression.
This somewhat offsets the positive thermal expansion mismatch (SiC exhibits
smaller thermal expansion than III-Ns). When the grown structure is cooled to
room temperature, the III-Ns accumulate tensile strain. The strain due to these
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mismatches needs to be balanced ensuring that the net effect is minimized in the
intended storage and operating temperatures. Strain engineering is one of the
key components III-N epitaxy, as too high a strain can cause cracks rendering
the material unusable. Thin-films can withstand more compressive strain than
tensile strain without forming cracks [86,87].

Sapphire substrate is considered to be one of the easiest substrates from the
standpoint of strain engineering, due to a positive lattice mismatch and negative
thermal expansion mismatch [8]. Both factors allow the maintenance of the
grown film under compression. Table 3.1 uses effective lattice mismatch as the
III-Ns grown on sapphire have their lattice rotated by 30◦ around the c-axis to
minimize the lattice mismatch. It should be noted that due to the relatively
large lattice mismatch, III-Ns grown on sapphire quickly relax towards their
free-standing lattice parameters. Furthermore, most commercial devices employ
patterned substrates which enable control of the nucleation/coalescence, leading
to much lower TTDs, in addition to better light extraction from LEDs [8]. The
downside of sapphire substrate is the low thermal conductivity which limits
achievable power density. However, sapphire is extensively used for blue/green
LEDs, where the optical transparency of sapphire is also a benefit.

GaN epitaxy on silicon is challenging due to lattice and thermal mismatches
[29, 30]. In addition, GaN can not be grown directly on silicon since gallium
reacts with silicon at elevated temperatures in a process called meltback etching
which renders the substrate and film unusable [29,30]. Despite these limitations,
the growth of GaN on Si has high commercial potential since Si offers large
substrates (currently up to 200 mm in (111) orientation) at a low cost. Si offers
reasonable thermal conductivity which allows higher power density devices, such
as power electronics, in comparison to sapphire substrates. Furthermore, there
are many Si-compatible processing lines available in current fabs. Although
GaN-on-Si device processing is more difficult, for example, the Si substrate has
to be removed for LEDs due to Si absorbing much of the emitted light, the low
surface area cost allows to offset the challenges for commercially viable products.
Indeed, GaN-on-Si technology has found its way to LEDs, power electronics, and
micro-LED displays [8,36].

The development of a suitable buffer structure for GaN growth on Si has lasted
some time. The growth typically starts with AlN to protect the Si surface from
gallium. Then, AlGaN layers are deposited where the material composition is
changed from AlN to GaN. These layers are vital for strain engineering, the
GaN layer has to be grown under compression due to large positive thermal
expansion mismatch [29,86,87]. The composition of the AlGaN layers can be
graded step-wise, gradually, or in a chirped fashion. Different grading schemes
allow a tailoring of the strain, dislocation annihilation, and possible interface
charges [30].

The previously discussed substrates consists of only one material, although
the substrates can be patterned especially in the case of sapphire. One possible
composite substrate, a substrate consisting of multiple materials, is a silicon-
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on-insulator (SOI) substrate. SOI substrates are readily available as they are
used in the Si-CMOS industry and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS).
However, the (100) oriented Si is much more common than the (111) required for
GaN epitaxy. A SOI substrate consists of a handle wafer which is typically (100)
silicon, a buried oxide (BOX) which is SiO2, and a device silicon layer. Typically,
the handle wafer also has a compensating oxide with the same thickness as the
BOX to limit thermal expansion stresses. The use of a SOI substrate has been
shown to be beneficial for GaN epitaxy for two reasons. First, from the point of
epitaxy, the SOI substrate device layer together with the BOX can absorb some
of the stresses generated during the crystal growth [88–92]. Therefore, lower
dislocation densities have been demonstrated using SOI substrates for GaN
epitaxy. However, the use of a SOI substrate requires optimization of the buffer
structure to prevent cracks. Secondly, the BOX provides additional vertical
electrical insulation [91]. The vertical insulation of GaN-on-SOI was investigated
in Publication I. In its simplest form, this insulator decreases the vertical leakage
current, increases the vertical breakdown voltage and can reduce parasitic
reactances in RF applications [34]. At the circuit level, the SOI substrate can be
used to more efficiently isolate transistors when combined with trench isolation.
A SOI substrate has been used to demonstrate monolithic integration of a half-
bridge and gate driver logic [93,93]. The monolithic integration increases the
level of integration which can be realized, and reduces the losses from gate
driver to power transistors. Although the use of a SOI substrate increases the
cost of fabrication, the increased integration can reduce the total device cost
as packaging effort is reduced. This is a further testament to substrate choice
being a vital part of the whole device and system design.

An extension of the composite substrates is the thermal expansion matched
substrate. In this substrate type, the substrate is constructed from multiple ma-
terials in order to bring the total thermal expansion coefficient of the substrate
close to the epitaxial layers. In one approach, the substrate core is polycrys-
talline AlN and the epitaxy-ready face is (111) Si [94]. This type of substrate
offers thermal expansion characteristics that are very close to that of GaN owing
to the AlN core. The use of a thin silicon wafer as the surface allows large
diameter substrates up to 8-inch. Using this approach, thick layers up to 15 μm
(4-5 times than on typical Si-substrate) have been grown on 6-inch substrates
[30, 94]. The layers show improved crystalline quality due to the increased
thickness and dislocation annihilation although the lattice mismatch between
Si and GaN remains unchanged.

The vast majority of commercial III-N devices are grown as c-plane (0001)
oriented GaN [8]. The reason for this is twofold. First, as mentioned, III-N
alloys preferably crystallize into a wurtzite lattice. In contrast, typical III-V
semiconductors have a cubic lattice. Therefore, when using a conventional
III-V substrate, it is challenging to realize an interface in which the atoms of
the substrate and the epitaxial layer coincide. The atomic arrangement of the
crystal planes needs to have the same symmetry, and the difference in lattice
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constants needs to be low for a mono-crystalline layer [80, 95]. For example,
GaN grown on (100) oriented silicon leads to a multi-crystalline growth because
the hexagonal GaN typically has four different orientations on the rectangular
silicon surface [68]. In contrast, similar GaN growth on (111) oriented silicon
can yield single crystal layers as both materials have a hexagonal symmetry in
the interface. Secondly, it seems that GaN requires delicate growth conditions
when grown in orientations other than c-plane [62]. This is because the growth
rate of GaN is dependent on crystal plane and, on the other hand, joining
grain boundaries with these planes can cause inversion domains and crystalline
defects [30, 61, 62]. Using a foreign substrate increases the creation of these
defects. The annihilation of inversion domains and crystalline defects is more
difficult when GaN is grown in a non-polar or semi-polar orientation. These
reasons clearly explain the extensive use of c-plane GaN in contrast to the other
orientations which present considerable challenges.

3.2 Metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy

Figure 3.2 schematically presents a simplified precursor delivery system in III-N
MOVPE consisting of metal-organic and gas sources. A sophisticated gas control
system is required to efficiently control growth rate, material composition, and
realize sharp interfaces [80]. The purpose of this system is to achieve a suitable
precursor molar flow to the reactor, in addition to appropriately diluting and
separating the gas flows to limit parasitic reactions. In the MOVPE apparatus, a
carrier gas, either hydrogen (H2) or nitrogen (N2), is used to transport and dilute
the source materials. There are many parallel gas lines so that the reactor flow
can be kept constant while switching between source materials. Furthermore,
especially at the high temperatures required by III-N growth, there is a separate
high flow rate of inert gas to overcome the effect of convection.

There are typically at least three different organo-metallic sources for group III
atoms, trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl) trimethylindium
(TMIn) for Ga, Al and In, respectively. Triethylgallium (TEGa) is also commonly
used for low-temperature (In)GaN growth [8]. These precursor materials are
brought to the reactor in vapor form. The vapor is formed inside the sources,
which are called bubblers. A carrier gas flows through the source and picks
up some of the liquid precursor to form vapor. By controlling the bubbler
temperature, pressure, and carrier flow rate, the precursor molar flow rate can
be controlled.

Ammonia (NH3) is typically used as the precursor for nitrogen. It should be
noted that N2 is thermally too stable to be used as a source for atomic nitrogen.
Other source materials for N, such as hydrazine (N2H4), have been used, but
NH3 offers good reactivity and is available on an industrial scale. For n- and
p-type doping, sources of silicon (Si) and magnesium (Mg) are used, respectively
[70]. Typically, these sources are either silane (SiH4) or disilane (Si2H6) for Si
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the gas lines of a MOVPE apparatus. Adapted from [96].

and bis-cyclopentadienyl-magnesium (Cp2Mg) for Mg. Carrier gases are not
chemically active in the growth process; however, they do change the overall
growth kinetics. N2 carrier gas is employed when growing In-containing alloys
which are thermodynamically less stable and more prone to etching by H2 [8,97].

The precursor materials are brought to the reactor in vapor form by the carrier
gas. Figure 3.3 shows various transport processes and chemical reactions in
the MOVPE process [80]. Inside the reactor, the vapor comes into contact with
the heated substrate. The precursor in the vapor undergoes a reaction called
pyrolysis in which the atom of the desired material layer separates from the
other atoms of the precursor molecule. With NH3, the molecule can be similarly
thermally cracked to yield atomic nitrogen. The separated atoms then diffuse
on the substrate where they can be incorporated to the semiconductor while
the pyrolysis by-products are removed by the inert gas flow. However, some of
the by-products are incorporated into the growing crystal. In MOVPE growth,
the most common unintentional impurities are carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
[67,71,98–100].

Some of the MOVPE reactors designed for III-N growth are cold-wall reactors
meaning that only the susceptor is heated whereas other parts are cooled [101].
The cold-wall design reduces parasitic reactions between the precursor materials,
that is reactions that do not produce crystal growth but deposition on reactor
walls or other by-products. The reactors further employ liners, typically made of
quartz, that can be changed since there is some inadvertent deposition on the
walls. In addition, the liners reduce metal incorporation into the crystal from
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Figure 3.3. Molecular transport and surface processes in a MOVPE reactor. Adapted from
Reference [81].

the reactor metal parts. Another way to reduce the parasitic reactions is to mix
the group III precursors and ammonia just before the substrate. To achieve this,
MOVPE apparatus can have two arrays of gas injectors, one for each precursor
type, in close proximity to the substrate. The reactor in this work employs a
close coupled showerhead design in which the injectors are set to 11 mm from
the substrate [101]. The susceptor is SiC-coated for thermal stability; other
coatings such as TaC, can offer even higher operating temperatures [66].

Growth in a MOVPE reactor is based on chemical reactions. The reaction
producing GaN can be simply described as

Ga(CH3)3(g)+NH3(g)→GaN(s)+3CH4(g). (3.1)

In this reaction, one TMGa molecule reacts with one ammonia molecule to
produce GaN and three methane molecules. However, the intermediate products
and reaction pathways are considerably more complex [8,102]. The molar flow
of N into the reactor is typically orders of magnitude greater than the molar flow
of group III atoms [8,20]. A higher molar flow, and thus partial pressure, of N is
needed since the dissociation pressure of N is much greater than for the group
III atoms.

The temperature during growth is set to ensure that the grown material is in
a metastable state, meaning that if the precursor flow is stopped, the crystal
starts to decompose [80]. For III-N materials, the growth temperatures are in
excess of 1000 ◦C [37,44]. The temperature is strongly dependent on the reactor
pressure as at lower pressures the crystal is less thermally stable. Reduced
pressures are typically used for III-N growth to reduce the parasitic prereactions
between the precursors. III-N growth is typically carried out in the metastable
regime. In the metastable regime, the favorable lattice sites with higher binding
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energies incorporate adatoms, whereas atoms trying to bind to lower energy
binding sites can be desorbed [80]. Typically, lower growth rates produce better
material quality as there is a higher probability of adatoms being desorbed from
lower energy defect sites. Similarly, impurity incorporation is reduced as the
impurity atoms in general have lower binding energies.

The majority of III-N growth is carried out in a mass transport limited temper-
ature regime [35,37]. Here, the growth rate is limited by the gas phase transport
of the precursors to the surface. The mass transport regime has a weak temper-
ature dependence since the effects of gas density and diffusion constant limit
each other. Nevertheless, the desorption rate increases with temperature, and
especially H2 carrier gas can cause etching of the crystal surface.

3.3 Thermodynamics of crystal growth

Traditionally, when considering thermodynamics, three different growth modes
have been used to model epitaxy [80,95]. These are the Frank-van der Merwe
(FM), Volmer-Weber (VW) and Stranski-Krastanov (SK) which are shown in
Figure 3.4. These growth modes differ in the relative magnitudes of surface and
interface energies [80]. The FM mode can also be described as a layer-by-layer
mode. One full crystalline layer is completely grown before the next starts to
form. In the FM growth, the binding energy between the substrate and the
adatoms dominate compared to ad-atom to ad-atom binding. In contrast, the
VW growth is characterized by 3D islands or aggregates, and in which the ad-
atom interactions dominate. The islands can coalesce to produce a complete
layer if growth is continued for a sufficiently long period. SK growth start as
a thin-strained 2D layer known as the wetting layer. After a certain critical
thickness, 3D islands start to form. This implies that the relative strength of the
interactions change as a function of the film thickness due to the accumulating
strain in the growing film.

III-N MOVPE growth displays some characteristics of FM and VW growth
depending on the substrate and thickness of the grown film. However, especially
the multistep growth processes on sapphire are considerably more complex
[104, 105]. The initial III-N growth on foreign substrates typically has VW
characteristics, during which some islands or aggregates are formed. On one
hand, this is due to the strain imposed by lattice mismatch, and on the other,
the relatively low binding energies of the adatoms to typical substrates. For
example, in GaN growth on sapphire, first, a low-temperature nucleation layer
is deposited [8, 20]. Lower temperatures are used due to the low binding to
the substrate. Then, the temperature is increased to desorb and recrystallize
amorphous material into larger islands before continuing the growth at higher
temperature. During higher temperature growth the islands grow and coalesce
forming a 2D surface. After the coalescence, the growth exhibits layer-by-layer
characteristics.
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Figure 3.4. Schematical cross-sectional view of growth modes in epitaxial growth: a) Frank-van
der Merwe, b) Volmer-Weber and c) Stranski-Krastanov. Θ denotes the epitaxial
layer thickness in monolayers. [103]

Figure 3.5. Various atomic positions in the terrace-ledge-kink model.

3.4 Surface kinetics of crystal growth

Considering the surface kinetics, the substrate miscut should also be taken into
account as it creates preferred nucleation sites [80,95]. Miscut is the deviation
of the substrate plane from the exact crystal orientation. A miscut substrate
has a step-like surface morphology in which the step height ranges from one
to a few monolayers. Figure 3.5 presents schematically the surface of a miscut
substrate and different atomic positions in a terrace-ledge-kink (TLK) model.
The density of steps can be controlled by changing the miscut angle; a higher
angle leads to more steps. The TLK model explains in a simplified form the
differences in binding energy between lattice sites. Steps have a higher binding
energy for adatoms as more bonds can be formed with neighbor atoms. Step
atoms, kink atoms, and step adatoms can form 4, 3, and 2 bonds in the TLK
model, respectively, compared to a 1 bond of a terrace adatom. The increased
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binding energy explains the preferred nucleation to a step edge compared to the
step terrace.

Figure 3.6. Step flow growth mode, island nucleation and roughening.

In an ideal case, nucleation would only occur on the step edges which incor-
porate adatoms within the diffusion length with the steps then propagating
laterally [106]. This growth mode is known as the step-flow growth, which is
schematically presented in Figure 3.6. In practice, there might be some island
nucleation on the terraces due to spontaneous nucleation or nucleation to defect
sites. The island nucleation needs to be sufficiently low to maintain step-flow
characteristics and prevent surface roughening.

Island nucleation can occur on the terraces if the surface supersaturation, the
amount of adatoms compared to desorbing atoms, is greater than the saturation
needed for spontaneous nucleation [106]. The supersaturation can be tuned by
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changing various process parameters, such as the molar flow of the precursors
or temperature [99,100,106].

Figure 3.7. Step-bunching during step-flow growth.

Another phenomena called step-bunching, which is schematically presented
in Figure 3.7, can cause severe surface roughening during step-flow growth.
In step-bunching, the lateral velocity of surface steps varies. The difference
in velocities can lead to one step to catch another and form one higher step.
The process is not self-limiting and can cause macroscopic step heights. The
bunching is caused by the difference in step-down or step-up adatom capture
probability to a step edge [107]. Step-bunching is more pronounced if the adatom
diffusion length is equal or greater than the terrace width. Therefore, substrates
with a greater miscut are more prone to exhibit step-bunching. Conversely,
smaller miscut substrates have a wider growth parameter window for stable
step-flow growth.

3.5 N-polar III-N epitaxy

The vast majority of commercial III-N devices are grown using metal-polar
c-plane orientation, although N-polar orientation could offer several benefits
[8,35,108,109]. The lack of commercial devices based on N-polar III-Ns is due
to the challenges in crystal growth and resulting poor crystal quality [108].
Especially high surface roughness of N-polar films has been a serious obstacle.
N-polar epitaxy is more difficult than metal-polar due to different properties
of these surfaces. Figure 3.8 presents the cross-sectional atomic structure of
metal-polar (right) and nitrogen-polar (left) c-plane oriented III-Ns. N-polar
surfaces exhibit different diffusion energies and pathways [110–112]. Another
challenge is defining a stable single polarity film through nucleation layers
[112,113].

N-polar GaN has been studied together with Ga-polar GaN since the start of
GaN research. In the early studies on sapphire substrates, it was found that the
nucleation layer plays a critical role in defining the polarity of GaN [108,114,115].
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Figure 3.8. Cross-sectional atomic structure of metal-polar (right) and nitrogen-polar (left) c-
plane oriented III-Ns [108].

Typically, metal-polar GaN growth is started with a low-temperature (LT) GaN
or AlN layer followed by desorption and recrystallization techniques. On the
other hand, if the sapphire substrate surface is nitridated at a high temperature,
the epitaxial layers are N-polar. The nitridation is followed by typical nucleation
and recrystallization to reach a planar layer. Substrates with a miscut of 4◦

have been used to counter the formation of hexagonal hillocks [116].
The atomic arrangement of a III-N surface, dangling bonds, and the most

favorable diffusion pathways depend on the material in question as well as the
polarity. For example, the theoretically thermodynamically stable surface for
both N-polar and Ga-polar GaN is Ga-terminated despite an N-terminated N-
polar surface being possible under high nitrogen partial pressure [110]. However,
for AlN, the Al-terminated (0001) and the N-terminated (0001) surfaces are
most stable for respective polarity [110]. N-polar films are typically grown
using higher temperatures and higher V/III-ratios (higher N-partial pressure) to
achieve good crystalline quality [114,115,117–119]. Increasing the temperature
is most likely required due to the higher binding and diffusion energies of N-
polar films [108]. On the other hand, the higher V/III- reduces the diffusion of
metal-adatoms. In addition, too low a V/III-ratio can cause metal-polar domains
in N-polar growth, which was shown in Publication III.

There are two effects, hexagonal hillocks and step-bunching, which can cause
macro-scale roughening of an N-polar surface, thus rendering the material
unusable for devices [112,116]. Step-bunching and hexagonal hillocks were ob-
served in Publications III and IV. In early N-polar growth studies, the hexagonal
hillocks were attributed to inversion domains, locations on the substrate at
which the polarity of the grown material changes [113]. Later, the hexagonal
hillock density was reduced by using a better substrate chemo-mechanical
polishing and by using a miscut substrate [112, 113]. The hexagonal hillocks
are independent of the substrate material and have been observed on native
substrates, Si, sapphire and SiC [113,116,118,120–124].

The remaining hexagonal hillocks, which are not due to inversion domains,
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and step-bunching can be seen as manifestations of the same physical processes,
although a rigorous model has not been established (Publication IV). The hillocks
are predominantly generated during the nucleation of the epitaxial layer on the
substrate, although unfavorable growth parameters can create a hillock at any
point (Publication V). A substrate with significant miscut is frequently used
for N-polar epitaxy to eliminate the hexagonal hillocks [116]. The miscut is
typically between 2◦ and 4◦ for N-polar GaN growth. Increasing the substrate
miscut increases the density of the surface steps. The surface steps are preferred
nucleation sites as described in the TLK model. Increase in the step nucleation
sites promotes step-flow growth and reduces the adatom supersaturation on
the terraces, thereby reducing island nucleation. These factors significantly
reduce the hexagonal hillock growth. However, the use of a miscut substrate can
cause step-bunching [116]. The probability of step-bunching increases when the
surface step separation compared to the diffusion length is decreased. On the
other hand, it seems that N-polar surfaces have different relative probabilities
between the step-up and step-down capture than metal-polar ones [106, 107].
The elimination of hexagonal hillocks was demonstrated in Publication IV.

The hexagonal hillocks can be also eliminated by tuning the process parame-
ters, which was demonstrated in Publication IV. This is especially important for
N-polar AlN which is very prone to step-bunching. It has been shown that the
hexagonal hillocks can be eliminated by using a high growth temperature, low
growth rate and high V/III-ratio, even when using nominally on-axis substrates
(Publications IV and V). The high temperature and low growth rate both reduce
the surface supersaturation and island nucleation [106]. On the other hand,
increasing the V/III-ratio decreases the diffusion length, thus reducing the
capture of adatoms into an island nucleus and step-up capture onto the plateau
of a hillock [125]. It could be possible that a very high N partial pressure
changes the relative probability of the step-up and step-down capture rates
[107]. However, it is difficult to separate the contributions of these different
processes to hillock generation and further studies are needed.

SiC is a good substrate for studying the polarity of III-Ns since the SiC surface
termination, also referred to as carbon- or silicon-face, defines the preferential
polarity of the epitaxial layer [126,127]. The polarity of grown AlN films was
investigated in Publication III. Metal-polar films are obtained on silicon-face SiC
and, in contrast, carbon-face SiC yields N-polar material [127]. However, mixed-
polarity films can result if the growth parameters are too far from the optimal
growth window for certain polarity. For example, too low a growth temperature
or V/III-ratio causes mixed polarity AlN on carbon-face SiC. Generally, metal-
polar growth is considered more stable in retaining a set polarity. In most
cases, the growth of GaN on SiC starts with an AlN nucleation layer since the
adhesion of Ga to SiC is low. It is possible to directly grow GaN on SiC at a
reduced growth temperature [128]. In addition, the AlN can be used for strain
engineering and to offer some lattice mismatch mitigation. As N-polar III-Ns
require elevated growth temperature, N-polar growth of GaN on SiC necessitates
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the use of AlN nucleation layer. A substrate with high miscut (∼ 4◦) is used to
eliminate hexagonal hillocks. The AlN layer thickness is kept low, some tens
of nanometers, as N-polar AlN is very prone to step-bunching and the surface
roughness increases quickly as thickness increases [129]. The nucleation layer
is planarized using a low-temperature GaN or AlGaN layer [129]. Then, the
main GaN layer, with a resistive interlayer, and the active layers are deposited
[130,131]. It has been recently shown that arbitrarily thick N-polar AlN without
hexagonal hillocks or step-bunching can be obtained on substrates with a miscut
of 1◦ or less (Publications IV and V). These AlN layers can be used for devices
based on either AlN or high Al-content AlGaN. It should be also possible to use
these layers for N-polar GaN.

N-polar layers can be obtained on (111) silicon substrates by polarity inversion
[124]. The growth process is very similar to metal-polar GaN growth, the growth
starts as metal polar. However, a greater substrate miscut (∼ 4◦) has been used to
reduce the amount of hexagonal hillocks. First, an AlN nucleation layer or layers
are deposited followed by the AlGaN layers for strain engineering. During the
AlGaN layers, polarization inversion is generated by using high concentration
magnesium-doping [124]. The alloy grading and doping allows the achievement
of stable polarity inversion and the following layers are N-polar. A thick and
resistive GaN buffer layer is required for device vertical insulation due to the
Mg-doped GaN being conductive. Finally, the device layers are grown on top of
the GaN buffer. It might be possible to directly grow N-polar layers on silicon if
an N-polar AlN layer can be nucleated through some surface conditioning.
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A variety of characterization methods are required in order to account for the
multiple physical properties that are vital for III-N devices [8, 35, 132]. The
properties of interest include layer thickness, alloy composition, material dis-
order and surface/interface roughness. The very first characterization occurs
during crystal growth through in-situ monitoring. Typical characterization meth-
ods can be divided into beam-based (scanning electron microscope and X-ray
diffraction) and contact methods (atomic force microscope and selective etch-
ing). Another division can be formed between destructive and non-destructive
methods. The selective etching is consider destructive as typically the sample
is consumed in the process while the other methods presented in this disserta-
tion are non-destructive, the sample can be processed further into devices after
characterization. Many measurement setups can complement each other, espe-
cially in cases in which a quantitative figure of merit is a function of multiple
measurands. For example, converting the bulk density of charge carriers into
sheet density requires knowing the layer thickness.

4.1 In-situ monitoring

In-situ monitoring in the context of this thesis refers to the measurements
that are conducted during crystal growth inside a MOVPE reactor. In-situ
monitoring is a tool for optimizing and monitoring the growth typically in terms
of growth rate (layer thickness), surface roughness and strain [133]. Further,
active process control can be utilized when the reactor parameters are tuned
after a certain point (e.g., thickness) is met, which is especially effective during
process development. Since the layers are measured as they form, some of the
properties can be extracted more easily than when working on the complete
layer stack. For example, the change in the surface roughness can be more easily
traced to a certain layer or growth step.

The vast majority of in-situ monitoring is optically performed through view-
ports in the reactor showerhead. Multiple spots along a wafer can be measured
as the wafer is rotated in the reactor. Modern III-N reactors typically offer three
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different types of in-situ measurements. These are reflectance, temperature,
and substrate curvature. The reflectance is mainly used to assess the layer
thickness and roughness. The reactor used in this dissertation provides three
different wavelengths for the reflectance measurements, 405 nm, 633 nm and
950 nm [101, 133]. A shorter wavelength offers better resolution both for the
layer thickness and roughness, but can be absorbed depending on the material
being grown. The reflectance measurement is schematically presented in Figure
4.1 on the left. A laser beam is aligned through a view port of the reactor
showerhead. The beam is reflected back by a substrate and is collected into a
detector using a beam splitter.

�

Figure 4.1. Reflectance measurement and emissivity corrected temperature measurement left
and right, respectively.

An accurate temperature reading on the sample surface is important for pro-
cess repeatability and development as there is a significant difference between
the reactor heater temperature and the substrate surface temperature. Fur-
thermore, the difference changes depending on the growth conditions and wafer
curvature. Two instruments provide complementary data for measuring the
temperature. The first is the emissivity-corrected substrate surface temperature
measurement which is presented in Figure 4.1 on the right. The emissivity is
measured by directing a broad band light source to the substrate and measuring
the sample reflection coefficient. It should be noted that the film stack emissivity
changes while the material is grown. The temperature is estimated by fitting
the sample black-body radiation which is corrected by the measured sample
emissivity.
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The second temperature measurement setup is the mapping substrate surface
temperature measurement which is shown in Figure 4.2 on the left. The temper-
ature profile is important for achieving uniform layers as the growth rate and
especially the composition of In-containing alloys is dependent on the surface
temperature [97,134]. Due to the complexity of the emissivity correction, the
temperature profile is a more qualitative tool to reduce relative temperature
differences by adjusting the reactor heaters. The temperature profile is mea-
sured by a two-wavelength array of diodes which have a different sensitivity
to infra-red radiation. The whole wafer can be mapped as it is rotated in the
reactor. The relative intensities are used together with a fitting to a black-body
model for the temperature estimates.

Figure 4.2. Mapping temperature measurement and substrate wafer curvature measurement
left and right, respectively.

The wafer curvature measurement is presented in Figure 4.2 on the right.
The wafer curvature is monitored to realize crack-free layers and wafers which
are sufficiently flat for device processing. These considerations are especially
important for GaN-on-Si epitaxy due to the large lattice and thermal mismatches,
which become more prominent as the wafer size is scaled up [30]. The thermal
expansion effects can be estimated as the bare wafer is heated up to growth
temperature and, conversely, when the complete layer stack is cooled after the
process. The strain state of grown films can be assessed by observing the change
in wafer curvature during layer growth [135]. For example, a perfectly lattice
matched film should not alter the wafer curvature during growth. The wafer
curvature is measured by aligning two parallel 405 nm laser beams through a
view-port perpendicular to the wafer. The reflected beams are guided back into
a detector. The curvature can be estimated by comparing the change between
the distance of the laser beam spots on the detector.
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4.2 Atomic force microscope

Figure 4.3. Atomic force microscope setup and effect of tip convolution to measured sample
morphology a) and b), respectively.

An atomic force microscope (AFM) is a physical contact microscope for measur-
ing the surface morphology of a surface down to atomic resolution in an ideal
case [132]. The advantage of AFM over most microscopy techniques is that it can
give quantitative results such as the surface height as a function of location. The
AFM is based on the atomic forces, which can be either attractive or repulsive
depending on the distance, between an atomically sharp tip and the sample.

The most used measurement for thin-films is the semi-contact mode. Figure
4.3 a) presents the AFM measurement setup. In this measurement mode, the
tip is attached to a cantilever which is set to vibrate at a certain frequency.
The frequency is measured by directing a laser beam to the tip and collecting
the reflected beam to a detector. As the tip is brought into close proximity
to the sample, the force between the tip and the sample alters the vibration
frequency. The cantilever is moved up or down with piezoelectric actuators
to maintain the nominal vibration frequency. The sample surface height at a
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certain location can be collected from the actuator movement. The cantilever is
moved to scan the sample surface to collect the surface morphology. Due to the
physical nature of the measurement, the measured surface is the convolution of
the actual surface and the tip properties. Figure 4.3 b) presents the effects of
tip convolution. The tip convolution is small for samples in which the aspect-
ratio of structures is low, that is, the height changes are small compared to the
lateral scale. Conversely, AFM might not reproduce high-aspect ratio structures
correctly whereas undercut features cannot be measured at all.

4.3 Scanning electron microscope

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a beam-based microscope which allows
the observation of much smaller features than an optical microscope on a rel-
atively large lateral scale (some millimeters) [132]. This higher resolution is
due to the smaller wavelength of high energy electrons compared to visible light.
An electron with an energy of 10 keV has a wavelength of approximately 10 pm
[132]. On the other hand, the optical microscope is typically diffraction-limited
when imaging microfabricated structures. The features that can be accurately
observed in optical microscope are in the order of visible light, roughly 500 nm,
whereas a SEM allows one to observe structures down to the nanometer-scale.

Figure 4.4. Scanning electron microscope setup [136]

The SEM operates by focusing an electron beam to the sample surface. The
beam is generated by an electron gun with it being shaped and deflected by
electro-magnetic lenses. Two types of electrons are emitted by the sample
when being illuminated by the electron beam. These are the backscattered
and secondary electrons. The backscattered electrons are caused by elastic
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scattering of the electron beam and the specimen atoms. Heavy elements cause
more backscattering, which generates some contrast between different materials.
Secondary electrons are emitted when the beam electron ejects an electron from
a sample atom. By scanning the sample with the beam, the emission intensity
as a function of location is measured to produce a grayscale image. The contrast
in the image is produced by the change of emission intensity due to different
materials and features. SEM can only yield quantitative results in the lateral
plane, it is possible to laterally estimate the distance between two features,
but not the difference in height. Further, some information on the sample
morphology is needed to correctly interpret the images. Elemental analysis can
be performed to some accuracy by measuring characteristic X-rays generated
in the sample. The characteristic X-rays are generated when an electron in the
sample atom is ejected and the vacancy is filled by a higher energy electron.
The electron transition energy is released in the form of an X-ray photon whose
energy is characteristic to the element in question.

4.4 Selective etching

Selective etching is a destructive characterization method that is applied to
gain a direct assessment of certain material parameters especially during the
first steps of process development or in order to calibrate non-destructive and
indirect characterization methods. Selective etching is used to enlarge small
features to enable them to be viewed using other characterization methods or
to increase the difference between two materials that are otherwise difficult to
distinguish [137–140].

An example of the first case is defect selective etching (DSE). DSE is applied
to provide a direct estimate of the threading dislocation density of a thin-film
[137, 138]. The threading dislocation cores that reach the film surface are
typically very small, therefore making it difficult to map them using microscopy,
such as SEM or AFM. DSE increases the core size by creating an etch pit
to render it visible in microscopy. DSE is particularly effective in measuring
low defect density samples or samples in which the spatial defect density is
non-uniform, such as films grown on patterned substrates. In these cases, the
commonly used X-ray diffraction (XRD) needs elaborate modeling to correctly
estimate the defect density [75,141]. DSE provides a direct defect density value
which could then be used to calibrate the XRD measurements for the particular
epitaxy process.

DSE is based on the different etch rates of the dislocations on the crystal
surface. The difference is due to the varying chemical reactivity of crystal
planes and material composition variance near a dislocation. Typical etchants
include heated H3PO4, KOH and eutectic KOH-NaOH [137–140]. Etching
environment and parameters need to be chosen to ensure that all the dislocations
are sufficiently enlarged to be visible but not overlapping due to overetching.
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DSE of GaN allows a determination of whether the dislocation in question is
an edge, screw, or mixed dislocation. It has been shown that the etch pit size is
smallest for edge dislocations followed by mixed and screw dislocations [142].
The size is in contradiction with the dislocation burgers vectors in which edge
dislocation has the smallest size followed by screw and mixed dislocations. The
difference has been attributed to varying impurity incorporation between the
dislocation types [142].

Selective etching is an effective and simple method to find the polarity of
a c-axis III-N film [139, 140]. It has been shown that a metal-polar film is
unaffected by an aqueous KOH solution whereas an N-polar film is readily
etched [139,140]. The difference in chemical reactivity between the polarities is
due to surface termination and the number of dangling bonds [110,111]. The
polarity of a sample or possible polarity inversion domains can be studied by
the polarity-selective KOH etching and imaging the sample with SEM after the
etch.

4.5 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful and important non-destructive tool for
characterizing crystalline quality and interfaces of epitaxial layers or stacks of
layers. XRD can be used to study the crystal orientation, estimate dislocation
densities, strain, stress, alloy composition and whether a layer is strained or
relaxed [75,141]. XRD probes the collective properties of a certain volume of the
crystal and yields quantitative values, such as peak widths or lattice constants,
as opposed to other methods, such as microscopy, which allows, for example,
individual dislocations to be qualitatively observed. The quantities provided by
XRD analysis can be related physical properties including dislocation density,
lattice constants and strain. Typically, the beam area is between 10 mm × 10 mm
and 1 mm × 1 mm and the probed material depth some tens of micrometers.

Figure 4.5. Geometrical representation of Bragg’s law.

XRD is based on the interaction between X-ray photons and the electron clouds
of the atoms in the studied material. The distance between atoms in crystalline
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solids is roughly on the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of X-ray
photons, 0.1 nm, which enables diffraction. The crystal can be seen as a 3D
diffraction grating. Each atom in the crystal can be thought of as a source of
spherical waves. The atomic arrangement in the crystal determines the angles of
diffraction, and the elements determine the diffraction intensity. The difference
in distance traveled, and thus, the phase between the waves, causes constructive
interference according to Bragg’s law

nλ= 2dsinθ, (4.1)

where n, λ, d, and θ are the order of diffraction, wavelength, distance between
the lattice planes and angle of diffraction, respectively. The Bragg’s law geomet-
rically is presented in Figure 4.5. The order of diffraction is typically chosen
to be one for better resolution. This can be achieved by using specific sets or
subsets of lattice planes. For a hexagonal lattice, such as the III-Ns, the lattice
spacing is given by

d =
√

3

4( h2+k2+hk
a2 + 3l2

4c2 )
, (4.2)

where h, k and l are the Miller indices of the plane and a and c are the lattice
constants.

4.5.1 High-resolution X-ray diffraction setup

Figure 4.6 schematically presents a typical high-resolution XRD (HRXRD) setup.
The X-ray source for material studies typically has a copper anode inside a
vacuum tube which is bombarded by high energy electrons. When the electrons
hit the anode, wide spectrum Bremsstrahlung (deceleration radiation) and
characteristic X-rays are produced [141]. The characteristic X-rays are created
when a high-energy electron knocks an inner-bound electron from orbit in the
anode material. The vacant energy level is filled by a higher energy bound
electron and the energy difference is emitted as an X-ray photon. Characteristic
X-rays are useful for diffraction studies, because the energy spectrum, and
in turn, the wavelength spectrum, is narrow in addition to the high intensity.
Copper is chosen due to it possessing a suitable emission line Kα1 with a
wavelength λ = 0.1540560 nm [75], in addition to good thermal stability and
conductivity. Thermal conductivity is important for the X-ray tube operation
since the X-ray generation efficiency is about 1%.

The X-ray beam exiting the source is divergent with a parabolic mirror being
used to collimate the beam. The HRXRD setup uses two monochromators
to increase the angular and wavelength resolution needed for highly ordered
epitaxial materials. The resolution is increased because Bragg’s condition is
satisfied at a smaller angle range. A monochromator ideally selects only a
single wavelength corresponding to a suitable emission line and angle of the
beam. The monochromator is based on quadruple diffraction from nearly perfect
germanium crystals. The first monochromator is located after the source and
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Figure 4.6. Schematic diagram of high resolution XRD setup [59].

before the sample. The angle between the sample surface and the incident beam
is called ω. The sample stage can be rotated around multiple axes in order to
reach a suitable diffraction. The sample diffracts the beam into multiple exiting
beams. The angle between the incident beam and a diffracted beam is called
2θ. In a symmetrical measurement, ω= 2θ/2. The diffracted beam is directed to
a detector through an analyzer crystal, which again has a narrow wavelength
and angular acceptance. The analyzer crystal further increases resolution and
selects only the diffraction due to elastic scattering in which the energy and, in
turn, wavelength, is conserved.

The downside of using the full HRXRD setup is that for high angular resolution
much of the beam intensity is sacrificed. Therefore, the detection limit in terms
of combined material thickness and quality is reduced compared to the powder
XRD setup; in other words, the measurements are slower, especially for thinner
or lower quality films. The setup choice is a compromise between time and
precision. One way to significantly speed up the measurement is to use an
detector array. In this approach, which uses a CCD array, the detector can
simultaneously sample photons on multiple angle values. Some measurements,
such as reciprocal space mapping which is discussed later, require an order
of magnitude less time when using a CCD detector, although at a reduced
angular resolution, due to the lack of an analyzer crystal. Nevertheless, the
array detector setup is sufficient for the vast majority of epitaxial III-N films.
The full HRXRD setup is required if the crystal under consideration is grown
using bulk methods, absolute lattice constants are being studied (as opposed to,
e.g., relative location to the substrate peak) or there are partially overlapping
peaks as can be the case with AlN and SiC due to a small lattice mismatch.
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4.5.2 Reciprocal space

Reciprocal space is a convenient mathematical tool for analyzing XRD of crys-
talline solids. The definition of reciprocal space allows a connection between the
measured peak positions to in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants and peak
broadening into physical properties. Reciprocal lattice can be constructed from
the basis vectors of three dimensional lattice. If the direct space lattice vectors
are a1,a2 and a3, the reciprocal space vectors are defined as

b1 = a2 ×a3

a1 ·a2 ×a3
,

b2 = a1 ×a3

a1 ·a2 ×a3
and (4.3)

b3 = a1 ×a2

a1 ·a2 ×a3
.

The cross product in 4.3 causes the reciprocal lattice vectors to be perpendicular
to the respective real space vectors. In other words, a reciprocal space vector
is perpendicular to a plane span by real space vectors. A vector Hhkl drawn
in the reciprocal space from the origin to coordinates (h,k,l) is perpendicular
to the real space lattice plane with Miller indices (hkl). The denominator in
the equations 4.3 equals the volume of the real space unit cell and thus the
volume of the reciprocal space unit cell is the inverse of a real space unit cell.
Similarly it follows that the length of reciprocal space vector Hhkl , which is also
known as the scattering vector, is connected to the real space lattice spacing
dhkl as |Hhkl | = 1/dhkl . The reciprocal space vector Hhkl can be described using
the incident and diffracted beam wave vectors, Hhkl = k0 - ks, which allows the
transformation of measured quantities to a reciprocal space.

The reciprocal space is typically expressed in terms of two components Qx and
Qy, which are on the same plane as the incident and diffracted wave vectors k0

and ks. Qx and Qy correspond to direction parallel to a certain real space plane
with Miller indexes (h,k,l) and direction perpendicular to the plane, respectively.
The magnitude of Qx and Qy can be calculated from the measurement geometry
using the angles between the sample and the incident and diffracted beams

|Qx| = 1
2

(cos(ω)− cos(2θ−ω)) and (4.4)

|Qy| = 1
2

(sin(ω)+ sin(2θ−ω)). (4.5)
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4.5.3 Measurement types and geometries

��

Figure 4.7. Schematic example of reciprocal space mapping around an off-axis reflection. Sub-
strate and four different cases are presented. Lattice matched, relaxed, tensely
strained, and partially compressively strained layer cases (a, b, c, and d, respectively)
are shown.

There are two typical one-dimensional measurements for characterizing crys-
talline semiconductors. These are the ω and the ω−2θ scans. In the ω scan,
the sample stage is typically rotated such that the ω angle changes but the 2θ
angle stays constant. Other measurement setup geometries are also possible
that are equivalent from a diffraction point of view. In reciprocal space, the ω
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scan traces an arch around the origin. In other words, the scattering vector
length is maintained but the direction is changed. This can be seen as probing
lattice planes with the same spacing but different orientation. Peak broadening
in an ω scan can be connected to material disorder, non-homogeneous strain and
dislocations [75]. On the other hand, in an ω−2θ scan, the difference between ω

and 2θ is maintained such that ω−2θ/2 is constant. In this case, the scattering
vector length changes, but the orientation remains constant. This means that
lattice planes with the same orientation but different spacing are probed. When
measuring epitaxial stacks, different peaks around certain reciprocal lattice
point in the ω−2θ scan are typically created by different materials.

Most common measurement geometries can be divided into three categories,
symmetrical, asymmetrical, and skew-symmetric. In the symmetrical case, the
incident and diffracted beam angle are equal ω= 2θ/2, which is opposite to the
asymmetrical case where ω �= 2θ/2. In the skew-symmetric case, ω= 2θ/2 but the
diffraction plane (span by k0 and ks) is not perpendicular to the sample surface
instead the sample is tilted along χ-axis. Symmetrical scans probe planes (0,0,l),
l ∈N+. Asymmetrical and skew-symmetric scans can be used to probe off-axis
planes (h,k, l) where either h or k �= 0 and l ∈N+. The geometry for arbitrary
lattice plane can be found using the lattice plane spacing in Equation 4.2 and
Bragg’s law (Equation 4.1). For off-axis planes, basic geometry can be used to
calculate the angle between the sample surface and the desired lattice plane.
This angle is then used to offset the ω and 2θ in asymmetrical scans or as the
χ value in skew-symmetric scans. For the asymmetrical scans, it is beneficial
to use a geometry where the ω angle is greater. This geometry creates beam
compression and reduces measurement time compared to the opposite case of
beam broadening.

The symmetrical scans can be used to obtain the out-of-plane lattice constant c
and estimate screw or mixed type dislocation densities based on peak broadening.
Symmetrical scans do not provide information on pure edge-type dislocations
since the edge dislocation Burgers vector (direction and magnitude of the dislo-
cation) and line direction are perpendicular to the diffraction plane [75]. This
can be checked with the invisibility criterion

g · (b×u)= 0 (4.6)

where g,b and u are the reflection, Burgers vector and dislocation line direction.
Similarly, symmetrical scans do not offer information on the lattice parameter a
since the (0,0,1) and (1,0,0) planes are orthogonal. Analogously, it can be seen
based on Equation 4.4 that Qx = 0 if ω= 2θ/2.

To access the lattice parameter a and reciprocal space coordinate Qx asymmet-
rical scans can be employed for of-axis reflections. Especially reciprocal space
maps (RSM) around these reflections are useful for determining the strain/re-
laxation state of heterostructures. A RSM is a 2D slice of the reciprocal space
around a certain reflection. Figure 4.7 schematically presents a RSM around an
off-axis reflection. Strained epitaxial layers share the same lattice constant a;
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therefore, the peaks exist on the same Qx coordinate (Figure 4.7 a. Conversely
a relaxed layer (Figure 4.7 b exhibits the lattice constants of an unstrained
crystal. Although the layer is strained, it might not be lattice matched and
the Qy coordinate (connected to lattice parameter c) is important to assess the
strain state. A tensile (compressive) in-plane film stress causes out-of-plane
contraction (expansion) compared to the relaxed value according to the Poisson
effect (Figure 4.7 c and d). Furthermore, both lattice constants are required
when determining the alloy composition of a (partially or fully) strained layer.
While the asymmetrical RSMs are typically used for overview of the epitaxial
layer, the asymmetrical scans similar to the symmetrical scans do not offer
information on the edge dislocation density.

skew-symmetric scans are able to assess the edge dislocation density as the
dislocation line direction does not coincide with the diffraction plane. Further-
more, these scans can access more reflections since the sample does not block
the beam. The contribution from edge dislocations to peak broadening increases
as the χ-angle increases and the diffraction plane moves closer to being per-
pendicular to the edge dislocation line direction. Conversely, the contribution
from screw dislocations to peak broadening is reduced. The downside of using a
skew-symmetric configuration is that the diffraction intensity is reduced, which
can increase the required measurement time or render measurements infeasible
with lower quality or thinner samples [75].

4.5.4 Threading dislocation density

The mosaic model is typically used to approximate the disorder in epitaxial
III-Ns [75,76]. The model approximates a highly disordered film reasonably well.
The total threading dislocation density in III-N epitaxy on foreign substrates
is typically in the order of 108/cm2 or greater. For bulk III-Ns or heteroepitaxy,
other models are required. In addition, it could be beneficial to use topography
in order to analyze individual dislocations [143–146].

In the mosaic model, the crystal consist of grains that are themselves perfectly
ordered but are slightly misoriented from each other. The misorientation be-
tween the grains is split into two orthogonal components, tilt and twist. Tilt and
twist describe the grain alignment away from the substrate normal and rotation
around the substrate normal, respectively. Tilt creates screw dislocations on the
grain boundaries while twist causes edge dislocations. A dislocation that has
contribution from both tilt and twist is called a mixed dislocation.

The diffraction from the crystal is constructed from the contributions of indi-
vidual grains. Each of the grains produces a narrow diffraction peak. The peaks
point in slightly different directions depending on the order of misorientation.
Collectively, the diffraction peak resembles either a Gaussian or a Lorentzian
lineshape. It can be shown that for the mosaic model the dislocation density is
directly proportional to the peak broadening and inversely proportional to the
grain size. However, for randomly distributed dislocations the peak broadening
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is directly proportional to the square of the dislocation density. For high dis-
location density, the two approaches yield roughly the same estimates as the
distance between dislocations is small; hence, it is typically easier to assume
the random distribution [75]. Low dislocation films require more sophisticated
methods [75].

The total dislocation density can be estimated by separating the contributions
of tilt and twist to peak broadening. The symmetrical reflections peak width
is only affected mostly by the screw dislocations with some broadening due to
mixed dislocations. Similarly, the edge dislocations cause most of the broadening
of an in-plane peak together with some components from mixed dislocations.
However, it is difficult to measure in-plane scattering; therefore, a series of
skew-symmetric scans with different χ-angle are used. The contributions from
tilt and twist can be separated using the following relation:

β2
hkl = (βtilt cosχ)2 + (βtwistsinχ)2 (4.7)

where βhkl , βtilt, βtwist and χ are the measured width of a diffraction peak with
Miller indices (hkl), peak broadening due to crystalline tilt, peak broadening
due to crystalline twist and measurement inclination angle for the diffraction
peak with Miller indices (hkl). Based on Equation 4.7, it can be seen that the
peak broadening in low (high) χ-angles is mostly from tilt (twist). Since typically
the edge dislocation (twist) density in epitaxial III-N is greater by an order of
magnitude, high χ-angle scans offer better view of the overall crystal quality.

In highly disordered films, the aforementioned approach can be justified as the
dislocations typically dominate the peak broadening. Other factors can become
significant, especially in low dislocation density films, in bulk crystals, crystals
under high strain, or in curved structures.

4.6 Synchrotron X-ray topography

Synchrotron X-ray topography (SR-XRT) utilizes the broad and continuous elec-
tromagnetic spectrum generated by the synchrotron beam bending magnets
[143–145,147]. SR-XRT allows the observation of individual features, such as
dislocations, as opposed to the collective crystal properties. SR-XRT is most
suited for near perfect crystals with dislocation density in the order of 106/cm2 or
lower. In high disorder materials, the contributions from individual dislocations
overlap in the topograph. The synchrotron radiation is a secondary effect of
the particle accelerator which was found to be useful for studying the structure
of crystalline solids. Currently, some synchrotrons are dedicated for the syn-
chrotron radiation studies. The continuous, high brilliance and low divergence
beam, especially in the X-ray spectrum, is effective for characterizing crystalline
semiconductors.

The synchrotron radiation is generated as electrons travel in a semi-continuous
manner in a circle. The electrons are guided with bending magnets. The change
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of electron momentum in the magnet causes the emission of continuous X-ray
radiation. The X-ray wavelength is in the 0.1 nm range, which is in the same
order as the lattice constants in crystalline solids, thus enabling diffraction.

The broad X-ray spectrum allows the simultaneous recording of multiple
diffractions as Bragg’s condition is satisfied by multiple lattice planes [143–146].
The X-ray beam is directed on the sample and the resulting diffraction pattern
is recorded on X-ray film. A perfect crystal would produce a uniform diffraction
intensity. Any deviation from a perfect lattice, such as dislocations, grain
boundaries or strain, causes deformation of the diffracting lattice planes and
thus results in a non-homogenous diffracted intensity [143–146]. The sample is
typically tilted by few degrees allowing symmetrical reflections to be recorded.
Otherwise, the symmetrical reflections are lost in the pattern generated by the
beam.

Two measurement geometries are used, back reflection and transmission
topographs. In back reflection, the X-ray beam passes through the X-ray film
before reflecting (diffracting) back from the sample. The back reflection is most
sensitive to the material on the sample surface. Conversely, in the transmission
geometry, the beam travels through the sample before being collected on the
film. The transmission topography probes the bulk of the crystal.
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5. III-N field effect transistors

III-N field effect transistors (FETs), especially high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs), offer superior performance compared to other semiconductor material
systems for high-power density and high-frequency applications [13,14,31,35,36].
This is mainly due to the high band gap and resulting high breakdown field in
addition to the ability to create a transistor channel that has a high density
of charge carriers with high mobility and saturation velocity. This channel is
typically described as two-dimensional-electron gas (2DEG) with the devices
with this channel type being called HEMTs. HEMTs exhibit a high attainable
current density and high operation frequency due to the low resistance and high
mobility of the 2DEG. HEMTs are the most common III-N transistors, although
devices with doped channels exist [148]. However, the doped III-N FETs face
challenges in dopant activation due to the high band gaps of these materials
and reduced charge carrier mobility due to scattering.

The first HEMT demonstration was based on an AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure
in 1980 [15]. The GaAs HEMTs saw quick adoption as RF amplifiers where
they started to replace GaAs based metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors
(MESFETs) which had been developed during the 1970s [12]. A commercial
GaAs HEMT amplifier was already launched in 1983 [16]. The III-N HEMTs
were delayed by the available material quality. Most of the material issues were
solved in the late 1980s and early 1990s during the race for an efficient blue
LED [8, 20]. By leveraging the developed growth techniques, an AlGaN/GaN
HEMT was finally demonstrated in 1993 [24]. The HEMTs in commercial RF
applications are especially seen in the form of monolithic microwave integrated
circuits (MMIC) where they have seen use in cell phones and other telecom-
munication systems and radars [13, 14]. At present, the GaAs-based HEMTs
are targeted at applications which require extreme frequencies as these devices
have demonstrated cut-off frequencies in excess of 1 Thz, which is a result of
the remarkable electron mobility [13,57]. On the other hand, GaN MMICs are
poised to take over many applications under 100 GHz as they have shown orders
of magnitude higher output power owing to the large GaN breakdown field [14].
Another application field for the GaN HEMTs is power electronics [31,36]. Here,
the high breakdown field together with low on-resistance and high oscillation
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frequency allows the construction of very efficient circuits. Currently, there is
increasing commercial interest in GaN HEMTs on silicon which can considerably
reduce the cost of GaN circuits. The GaN-on-Si HEMT production benefits from
the large area silicon substrates and existing processing lines that can be used
with little modification [31].

The simplest AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are normally-on depletion-mode (negative
threshold voltage) devices as the 2DEG is present without any external bias
[24]. Conversely, negative gate-bias needs to be applied to turn the device
off. Commercial devices have shifted towards normally-off enhancement-mode
(positive threshold voltage) devices due to the simpler circuit design and safer
operation as the HEMTs turn off in case of a failure [31,149]. The enhancement-
mode operation can be achieved, for example, by inserting a slice of p-type GaN
under the gate metal which depletes the 2DEG under the gate [149–151]. This
approach is a trade-off between maximum current density and enhancement-
mode operation (value of the threshold voltage) as normally-off channels typically
have a higher resistance. Nevertheless, the enhancement-mode GaN HEMTs
are finding their way into commercial products for power electronics [31,36].

Almost exclusively, the commercial III-N HEMTs are n-channel, the charge
carrier in the channel is electron, that is [32]. This is because the generation
of two-dimensional-hole gas (2DHG) is more difficult and the hole mobility and
density is low [32]. Therefore, the p-channel HEMTs have shown only 1/1000 the
current densities compared to similar n-channel devices. The low current density
limits the usefulness of these devices. The p-channel devices would need a much
larger surface area on the chip compared to the n-channel counterparts, which
in turn induces large RC-delay. Especially demonstrating a high current density
p-channel enhancement-mode devices has proved challenging. A further compli-
cation is that both transistors should ideally be monolithically fabricated from
the same epitaxial stack which was investigated in Publication II. Nevertheless,
p-channel HEMTs hold much promise as complementary logic could be realized.
This could allow a much higher level of integration as, currently, the GaN-based
power electronics require a heterogeneous integration of Si-transistors for gate
drivers or the use of resistor/enhancement-mode transistor logic, which limits
the complexity of the circuit [32,93,152].

The 2DEG in III-N HEMTs is created by exploiting three different effects
which are related to III-N material properties [24,35,37]. First, the III-N semi-
conductors (Al,Ga,In)N can be alloyed to create heterostructures, which enables
the confinement of the charge carriers into the material interface. Secondly, the
III-Ns exhibit piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization, which can be exploited
to create an electric field which moves charge carriers into the confinement area.
Lastly, the surface donor states of III-Ns can be used to create electrons for
the channel. These factors allow a spatial separation of the donor states from
the channel and confine the electrons into an area in the material interface
which resembles a quantum well. The separation of the donors, whether they
are created by surface states or doping, allows the channel to ideally retain the
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charge carrier mobility of undoped material [13]. In contrast, for example, in
silicon FETs the doping in the channel lowers the charge carrier mobility.

5.1 Metal-semiconductor field effect transistor

Figure 5.1. Schematic cross-section of an n-channel silicon-doped GaN MESFET. The shaded
region depicts the higher electron density in the channel layer.

Metal-semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFETs) use dopant generated
charge carriers to form the conductive channel [148]. AlN-based MESFETs
were studied in Publications V and VII. In case of the III-N MESFETs, the
channels are almost exclusively n-type as p-type conduction is low due to the
high activation energy and low hole mobility [70]. The n-type dopant, silicon,
can be introduced either during growth or by using ion-implantation [8]. Ion-
implantation of AlN was studied in Publication VII. Doping during the growth
is considered easier as less processing steps are required. The ion-implantation
causes some damage to the lattice and thermal annealing being typically re-
quired to activate the dopants [153]. In addition, the electron density and
mobility is typically higher in layers which are doped during growth. However,
the ion-implantation allows the control of the areas in which the transistor chan-
nel is formed by selectively implanting through a mask layer. More sophisticated
schemes can be achieved by multiple implantations which has been seen in GaAs
MESFETs [154]. For example, the area under the source and drain contacts can
be heavily doped to reduce the contact resistances whereas the channel has a
lower doping density to increase mobility and reduce the voltage required to
turn off the transistor. However, the III-N MESFETs are not widely used since
the HEMTs offer superior performance in terms of power density and operation
frequency.
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Figure 5.2. Schematic cross-section of a typical AlGaN/GaN HEMT.

5.2 Formation of two-dimensional electron gas in HEMTs

Figure 5.2 presents the schematic cross-section of a simple AlGaN/GaN HEMT.
A buffer is first grown on the substrate to account for the differences between
the substrate and GaN. The differences can include chemical compatibility,
especially with silicon substrates, and thermal expansion and lattice mismatch
[8, 30, 35, 37]. The buffer incorporates insulating layers and the substrate
should be as resistive as possible to eliminate vertical current paths in these
lateral devices. The channel layer GaN is placed on top of the buffer and
an AlGaN layer is grown to generate the confinement for the charge carriers.
The 2DEG is located close to the AlGaN/GaN interface on the GaN side. It
should be noted that real-world HEMTs typically employ a thin AlN layer at the
AlGaN/GaN interface to reduce alloy scattering due to the spatial variation in
the AlGaN composition [155]. The AlN also creates a stronger polarization and
high band offset. Similarly, a thin GaN-cap layer is used to reduce the ohmic
contact resistance. Source and drain contacts typically employ four-component
Ti/Al/Ni/Au metallization in laboratory setting that forms ohmic contact through
metal protrusions into GaN [156–158]. For the gate metallization, Ni/Au is most
prominently used. Au-free metallization is preferred in commercial production
for Si-CMOS compatibility [159].

The following derivation for HEMT 2DEG using plate capacitor approximation
follows the formulation in References [160,161]. Figure 5.3 shows the formation
of free charge carriers in an undoped AlGaN layer when donor surface states
are present. The layer is assumed to be strained to GaN although not physically
connected. This layer corresponds to the top AlGaN layer in a typical metal-polar
HEMT. The bands are initially level (Figure 5.3 a)). The piezo and spontaneous
polarization cause uneven charge distribution on the crystal facets and generate
an electric field as well as tilt the bands (Figure 5.3 b)). A sufficient electric field,
which depends on the AlGaN composition and thickness, will tilt the band such
that the Fermi level reaches the surface states (Figure 5.3 c)). The donors create
free electrons that are stimulated to the conduction band. The free electrons are
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Figure 5.3. Formation of free charge carriers in an undoped AlGaN layer when donor surface
states are present. The layer is assumed to be strained to GaN although not phys-
ically connected. Ec, Ef, ES, and EV are the energies of the conduction band, the
Fermi level, surface donor states and the valence band, respectively. Band diagrams
show the energy levels before considering polarization, band bending due to polar-
ization effects, free electron generation from surface states and accumulation of
electrons to the positive facet and resulting band bending (a, b, c and d, respectively)

moved by the electric field and accumulate near the positive charge facet and
cause band bending (Figure 5.3 d)).

Figure 5.4 shows the formation of the 2DEG at the AlGaN/GaN interface. The
free electrons generated from surface states and polarization flow to the GaN
side of the material interface and form the 2DEG. AlGaN energy band bending
is small as the charge carriers are on the GaN side, although the charge reduces
the band tilting from the polarization. GaN energy bands bend to account for the
free electrons. It can be seen that the 2DEG is formed without external electric
field; thus, the transistor channel is present. Therefore, an external electric field
needs to be applied in order to turn the transistor off. This structure leads to
normally-on depletion-mode operation.

The equation for the 2DEG sheet charge carrier density can be obtained by
modeling the charges as three plate capacitors and using the energy band dia-
gram in Figure 5.5. The capacitors are formed from three dipoles and associated
charges. The first two are the polarization-induced charges in the AlGaN and
GaN, ±σAlGaN and ±σGaN. The last dipole is formed by the uncovered space
charge in the surface donors and the 2DEG sheet charge, σS and ns. The mag-
nitude of an electric field in a plate capacitor is given by E = σ/ε, where σ and
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Figure 5.4. Formation of 2DEG at the AlGaN/GaN interface. Free electrons generated from
surface states and polarization flow to the GaN side of the material interface and
form the 2DEG. Energy bands presented illustratively when the free electrons are
on the AlGaN side of the interface and steady state band bending and electrons in
2DEG, a and b, respectively.

�

�

�

Figure 5.5. Conduction band diagram of an AlGaN/GaN HEMT.

ε are the charge and dielectric constant between the plates, respectively. The
areas in which the charges overlap, the electric field is the sum of the individual
fields. Thus, we can get the electric field in the AlGaN layer as a function of the
polarization charge and the 2DEG sheet charge

ΔVAlGaN

d
= σAlGaN

ε
− qns

ε
, (5.1)

where ΔVAlGaN , d, σAlGaN and ns, are the potential drop across the AlGaN
layer, AlGaN thickness, polarization charge and the 2DEG sheet electron density.
The potential drop can be also expressed as

qΔVAlGaN = qφb +E f −ΔEc, (5.2)

where the φb, E f and ΔEc are the surface barrier height, Fermi level position
compared to the GaN conduction band edge and conduction band discontinuity.
Based on Equations 5.1 and 5.2 the ns can be expressed as

ns = σAlGaN

q
− ε

q2d
(qφb +E f −ΔEc). (5.3)

Based on Equation 5.3 it can be seen that the AlGaN layer thickness needs to
exceed some critical value and have a sufficiently high Al-concentration in order
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to generate 2DEG at the material interface. A further analysis can be performed
if the variables are expressed with respect to the Al-concentration. The lower
limit for 2DEG formation in an AlGaN/GaN interface is roughly a 10 nm-thick
AlGaN with 10% Al-concentration which generates ns = 1012/cm2 [162]. On
the other hand, a theoretical AlN/GaN interface with infinite AlN thickness
has an ns = 5×1013/cm2 [162]. It should be noted that the lattice and thermal
mismatches limit the attainable thickness and Al-concentration product. The
typical 30-nm-thick Al30Ga70N has an ns = 1-2×1013/cm2.

5.3 Spatial distribution of two-dimensional electron gas in HEMTs

In the previous section, an equation for the 2DEG sheet electron density was
derived using plate capacitors approximation. A more detailed picture of the
2DEG and its spatial distribution can be obtained by numerically solving the
Poisson’s and Schrödinger’s equations . The time-independent Schrödinger’s
equation (for electrons) is

[ −�2

2m∗
e
∇2 +V (z)

]
Ψ(z)= EΨ(z), (5.4)

where m∗
e , V (z), Ψ(z) and E are the electron effective mass, the electric field, the

wave function and energy related to the wave function. The Poisson’s equation
for electrostatics is

∇E =−∇2 V = σ

ε
, (5.5)

where E, V , σ and ε are the electric field, the electric potential field, charge
density and dielectric constant, which can all be dependent on the position. The
electric potential can be further written as the function of free charge carriers
and space charges of the donors and acceptors as

−∇2 V = σ

ε
= q

ε
(n(z)− p(z)+Na(z)−Nd(z)), (5.6)

where q, n(z) , p(z) , Na(z) and Nd(z) are the electron charge, electron, hole,
ionized acceptor and ionized donor concentrations, respectively. The n(z) and
p(z) can be written using the equations for density of states and Fermi-Dirac
distribution which is dependent on the V(z). Thus, the solutions of Equations
5.4 and 5.6 are dependent on each other since the charge carrier profile effects
the potential field and on the other hand the potential field changes the charge
carrier distribution. The equations can be numerically solved to yield a self-
consistent solution for the charge distribution and potential profile which satisfy
both equations.

Figure 5.6 presents the calculated conduction band profile and charge carrier
density profile for an AlGaN/GaN HEMT using a 1D Poisson-Schrödinger solver
BandEng [163]. The AlGaN thickness was 30 nm and Al-concentration was
30%. It can be seen that the 2DEG is well confined in the AlGaN/GaN interface,
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the electron density decreases quickly as distance from the interface increases.
The integrated sheet electron density ns = 2.0×1013/cm2. The majority of the
carriers and the point of maximum density are located on the GaN side of
the interface. However, some of the electrons are located inside the AlGaN.
This is somewhat unwanted since the AlGaN mobility and, thereby, the overall
2DEG mobility is reduced. The lower mobility is due to Al-containing alloys
intrinsically exhibiting lower mobility and due to alloy scattering which also
screens the 2DEG on the GaN side [164]. The 2DEG can be confined more
effectively by inserting a few-nanometer strained AlN layer in the AlGaN/GaN
interface [155]. The higher bandgap of AlN shapes the electron concentration
towards the GaN providing a spatially more uniform barrier owing to the lack of
alloy scattering in binary AlN.

Figure 5.6. Calculated conduction band profile (red line) and charge carrier density (black line)
profile of an AlGaN/GaN HEMT. The Al-concentration in the AlGaN was 30% and
thickness was 30 nm.

5.4 Nitrogen-polar HEMT

Nitrogen-polar (N-polar) HEMTs have a reversed structure compared to the
typical metal-polar HEMTs [108, 109]. Figure 5.7 schematically shows the
structures of metal-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT and N-polar GaN/AlGaN HEMT.
In the case of the N-polar HEMT, the GaN layer is on top of the AlGaN barrier.
Figure 5.7 shows both spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization as well as the
location of the 2DEG. Both of the structures are assumed to be strained to GaN.
Therefore, the GaN layer only shows spontaneous polarization, while the AlGaN
layer exhibits both types of polarization. It can be seen that, in the case of the
N-polar HEMT, the 2DEG is similarly formed to the GaN/AlGaN interface but
since the structure is reversed, the 2DEG is located on the surface side.

Figure 5.8 shows the calculated conduction band profile and charge carrier
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Figure 5.7. The formation of 2DEG and strain states of layers in metal-polar and N-polar
AlGaN/GaN heterostructures.

density profile for a N-polar GaN/AlGaN HEMT. The AlGaN thickness was
30 nm and Al-concentration was 30%. The electron density profile is similar to
the metal-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT in Figure 5.6. The integrated sheet electron
density was similar as for the metal-polar HEMT, ns = 1.8×1013/cm2.

Figure 5.8. Calculated conduction band profile (red line) and charge carrier density (black line)
profile of an N-polar GaN/AlGaN HEMT. The Al-concentration in the AlGaN was
30% and thickness was 30 nm.

The key difference between metal- and N-polar HEMTs is that in N-polar
HEMTs the 2DEG can be positioned closer to the device surface on top of a
higher band gap barrier layer [109]. The more optimal position of the 2DEG
leads to multiple benefits. First, the higher band gap material provides a
strong inherent back-barrier for electron confinement in the channel [165]. The
increased confinement improves both off and on-state performance especially
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in highly scaled transistors countering some short channel effects. Secondly,
low-resistivity ohmic contacts to the channel can be formed through the lower
band gap and lower surface potential material [166]. Currently, the metal-polar
HEMT contact resistances are limited by the wide band gap material. Further,
by using ohmic contact regrowth, extremely low contact resistances can be
achieved in N-polar devices [167]. Thirdly, the N-polar transistors can be scaled
more aggressively because the 2DEG is located between the gate metal and the
gate-barrier -interface, thus reducing the effective gate-channel distance [168].
The gate-channel distance and charge carrier density can be independently
controlled, within the limits of achievable material compositions and thickness,
whereas in the metal-polar devices using a thinner barrier reduces the gate-
channel distance but also decreases the charge carrier density in the channel
[169]. Finally, using the N-polar materials enhancement-mode devices can be
fabricated more easily by adding an additional barrier layer on top of the channel,
thereby depleting the channel [170]. Using enhancement-mode transistors
significantly simplifies the circuit design [31].

5.5 Operation of a III-N HEMT

A III-N HEMT is a barrier control device and the operation resembles a typical
Si MOSFET for the most part [31,35]. As previously discussed the AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs are normally-on depletion-mode devices. The 2DEG is present at the
material interface without any external perturbation. Conversely, an external
bias is applied to deplete the channel and bring the device into off-state. The
ability to tune the device resistance with an external bias is the very essence of
the transistor, a trans-resistor. The ideal transistor is able to instantly change
its state between that of an ideal insulator and conductor.

Figure 5.9 presents the energy band diagram of an AlGaN/GaN HEMT under
the gate. It can be seen that (Figure 5.9 a) the electron gas is present and the
transistor is in conduction-state without a gate bias. The channel can be depleted
by applying a negative gate bias (Figure 5.9 b). In this case, the conduction band
edge is lifted above the Fermi level and electrons are not accumulated to form
the 2DEG at the material interface. Conversely, if a positive gate bias would be
applied, the potential well at the interface would be made deeper resulting in a
higher charge carrier density.

Figure 5.10 presents the conduction band edge along the HEMT channel from
source to drain. The conduction band edge is constant when the source and
drain are in equilibrium (Figure 5.10 a), Vds = 0. However, if the gate-source
voltage is reduced, the conduction band edge under the gate moves closer to
the Fermi level and the density of 2DEG is reduced. The voltage at which the
conduction band edge reaches the Fermi level is called the threshold voltage.

When a source to drain voltage (Vds) is applied, the conduction band edge is
tilted (Figure 5.10 b). Increasing Vds reduces the electron density in the channel
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Figure 5.9. Schematical conduction band diagram of an AlGaN/GaN HEMT in the gate region.
a) shows the HEMT bands when no gate bias is applied, the channel is present. b)
presents the HEMT when negative gate bias is applied, which is below the threshold
voltage. The channel is pinched-off under the gate.

Figure 5.10. Conduction band edge along the HEMT channel from source to drain. a) Source
and drain are in equilibrium, Vds = 0. b) With applied source to drain bias. In both
cases the gate to source voltage Vgs is varied.

and can lead to pinch-off near the drain. This increases the channel resistivity
and eventually saturation is reached, the source to drain current Id does not
increase with increasing Vds. A higher Id can be reached by using a postive Vgs

(Figure 5.10 b gray curve). Here, the positive gate bias reduces the tilting of the
conduction band and allows a higher Vds (and Id) without pinch-off.

Figure 6.8 presents output and transfer characteristics of a HEMT a) and b),
respectively, in addition to typical device metrics. The output characteristics
are a set of Id curves plotted as a function of Vds at various Vgs values. First, as
Vds is applied without gate bias the Id increases linearly. Therefore, this region
is called the linear region, and the device shows constant resistance, which is
called the on-resistance. The on-resistance is defined by the channel resistance,
contact resistance, and access resistance, the resistance into the gate region.
The on-resistance can be reduced by applying a positive gate bias increasing
the 2DEG density in the channel, thus reducing the channel resistance. As
Vds is increased further, the transistor goes into saturation as the channel is
partially pinched off. The resistance in this region is called output resistance.
Increasing Vgs allows the transistor to operate at higher Vds without pinch-off.
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Figure 5.11. Output and transfer characteristics of a HEMT (a and b, respectively), respectively,
in addition to typical device metrics.

When a sufficiently negative Vgs is applied, the channel is pinched off and the
transistor is on off-state. A non-zero leak current is present which increases with
increasing Vds. If Vds is increased, eventually a breakdown is reached which can
destroy the device depending on the created current path and magnitude.

Transfer characteristics are set of Id curves plotted as a function of Vgs at
set Vgs values, although only one such curve is shown in Figure 6.8 b). At low
(negative) Vgs, the device shows non-zero off-current. The Id increases rapidly
after threshold voltage (Vt). The slope of this part is called the subthreshold
swing (SS) and is expressed in units of V/decade indicating the required change
in Vgs to increase the Id by one decade. The on/off-ratio is the ratio between the
off-current and the on-current. In Si-MOSFETs, the on-current is measured
when the Vgs is equal to positive voltage supply (Vdd). However, since III-
N HEMTs typically have a Schottky-type gate electrode, a few volts of gate
overdrive is typically used for on-current measurement to limit gate leakage.
Transconductance (gm) is a typical transistor metric to assess the attainable
amplification. gm is calculated as the change in Id when Vgs is varied at a set
Vds.

gm ≡ ΔId

ΔVgs

∣∣∣∣
Vds

(5.7)

5.6 Normally-off/enhancement-mode HEMT

The simplest AlGaN/GaN HEMT is a depletion-mode normally-on device as
previously discussed, the 2DEG is present without external bias. Nonetheless,
normally-off enhancement-mode HEMTs are highly interesting for power and
general electronics as the circuit design is considerably simplified and safety
increased in case of a failure [31,149]. On the other hand, since the normally-off
HEMTs sacrifice some current density and have an increased fabrication effort
which is discussed next, RF power HEMTs tend to be normally-on [14].

Figure 5.12 presents the schematic side-view of a p-GaN gated enhancement-
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Figure 5.12. Schematic cross-section of a typical enhancement-mode p-GaN/AlGaN/GaN HEMT.
Modifications to the simplest AlGaN/GaN HEMT are the gate recess and p-GaN
gate material.

mode HEMT. Metal-polar enhancement-mode HEMTs in their current form
most typically utilize a gate recess in addition to regrown p-GaN gate material,
thus requiring two-step epitaxy [150]. Other epitaxy schemes are possible where
the p-GaN is etched in order to regrow the AlGaN. P-GaN regrowth is generally
considered challenging. On the other hand, etching the AlGaN can reduce
current density. Therefore, the epitaxy and fabrication processes have to be
thoroughly optimized.

Figure 5.13. Calculated conduction band profile under the gate of a normally-off p-GaN-gated
HEMT. Two devices are presented, one with a GaN back-barrier and second with
an AlGaN back-barrier red and black, respectively. Both HEMTs have a p-GaN
gate with a thickness of 30 nm, however the AlGaN back barrier allows to increase
the 2DEG-generating AlGaN thickness and Al-composition from 15 nm and 18% to
20 nm 23% while maintaining a better channel confinement.

Electrically, the p-GaN gate is used to raise the gate potential such that the
conduction band under the gate material is significantly lifted above the Fermi-
level [149]. Therefore, the 2DEG is depleted under the gate and the device has
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a positive threshold voltage, external bias is used to bring the device into a
conduction-state. The gate recess is required since the p-GaN cannot sufficiently
lift the potential to deplete the charge density generated by the standard 30-nm-
thick Al70Ga30N. The AlGaN thickness-composition product needs to be under a
certain threshold to realize a normally-off p-GaN gate [149]. This is analogous,
although opposite, to the thickness-composition product requirement for forming
2DEG [162].

Figure 5.13 presents the calculated conduction band profile under the gate
electrode for two different p-GaN-gated HEMTs. It can be seen that the conduc-
tion band in the GaN-channel region is lifted above the Fermi-level such that
there is no 2DEG. Both devices have a 30-nm-thick p-GaN cap with a Mg-doping
density of 1 × 1019/cm3. The hole density in the p-GaN is significantly lower
due to the low Mg-acceptor activation energy. The device in black (Figure 5.13)
has an Al10Ga90N back-barrier with a 10-nm-thick GaN channel, whereas the
device in red has a GaN channel and no additional barrier layer. The AlGaN
back barrier allows an increase of 2DEG-generating AlGaN thickness and Al-
composition from 15 nm and 18% to 20 nm 23% while maintaining a better
channel confinement. The AlGaN-barrier thickness and Al-composition is lim-
ited by lattice mismatches and thermal expansion during the epitaxy. Both
channels show a sheet electron density of about 9 × 1012/cm2 when brought
into a conduction-state through gate enhancement. The typical normally-on
AlGaN channel (Figure 5.6) has a two times higher sheet electron density than
these p-GaN capped gates. Therefore, the p-GaN capped gates show two times
the sheet resistance when compared to their depletion-mode counterparts. The
enhancement-mode HEMTs have the thinner AlGaN only under the gate to
limit the increase in device on-resistance. Similarly, the gate length (and recess
depth) is a trade-off between on-resistance, on/off-ratio, and reliability [149].

Figure 5.14. Schematic cross-section of an N-polar E-mode AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN HEMT. Modifica-
tions to the N-polar GaN/AlGaN HEMT is the AlGaN gate capping layer.

N-polar GaN/AlGaN HEMTs can converted into made E-mode by including
an additional AlGaN capping layer under the gate [109, 170]. Figure 5.14
presents the schematic side-view of an N-polar AlGaN gated E-mode HEMT.
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E-mode HEMTs can be easier to realize in the N-polar orientation than the
incumbent metal-polar as there is no need for gate recess or p-type GaN, and,
ideally, only one epitaxy step is required. Therefore, the N-polar E-mode HEMTs
channel in the gate region has ideally the same sheet resistance as the access
region as opposed to the p-GaN-gated HEMTs in which there is a trade-off
between the recess depth and on-resistance [149]. Further, the structure can be
grown in a single epitaxy step or by AlGaN-regrowth in the gate region, which
is considerably easier than regrowth of p-GaN. The challenges in the p-GaN
regrowth are the electrical activation, and achieving uniform doping density
starting immediately from the growth interface.

Figure 5.15. Calculated energy band profile under the gate of an E-mode N-polar HEMT. The
E-mode operation is achieved by adding an additional Al30Ga70N capping-layer
to deplete the channel. A 10-nm-thick n-type GaN layer is used to prevent the
generation of parasitic hole conduction.

Figure 5.15 presents the calculated band diagram under the gate of an N-polar
E-mode HEMT. The device structure consists of thick GaN-buffer, 11-nm-thick
Si-doped GaN (doping density 8 × 1018/cm3), 27.5 nm of Al30Ga70N, a 10-nm-
thick GaN channel and 30-nm-thick Al30Ga70N capping layer. The structure is
similar to the N-polar D-mode HEMT in Figure 5.8 with two additions. First, the
topmost AlGaN-layer is added to significantly lift the conduction band above the
Fermi-level in the channel region, thus depleting the channel when no external
bias is present. Secondly, a thin Si-doped GaN region is added to prevent the
accumulation of holes in the GaN-buffer/AlGaN interface which, could generate
a parasitic conduction path.
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6. Nitrogen-polar AlGaN/AlN PolFET

The on-resistance and, in turn, the current density of AlN-based devices, has
been limited by the contact and access resistances of the source/drain [171]. This
limitation is extremely stringent for FETs since low on-resistance is essential
for efficient operation, although deep-UV AlN-based LEDs are also hindered.
Previously, the N-polar structures have shown much reduced source/drain-
resistance for GaN-based FETs [108, 109]. Although highly interesting, the
demonstration of N-polar AlN-based devices as a potential remedy for the high
contact resistance has been previously prevented by the lack of device quality
layers [32,108,109].

In this work, the front-end-of-line (FEOL) fabrication process was developed
for an N-polar AlGaN/AlN polarization-doped field effect transistor (PolFET)
(Publications III-VI). The term PolFET within this thesis is used to describe a
transistor which uses a continuously graded channel material and piezoelectric
effects to create a 3-dimensional electron gas (3DEG) [172,173]. This chapter
specifically discusses the background and fabrication of an N-polar PolFET, but
similar considerations could also be used for a metal-polar PolFET.

The combination of the N-polar structure, an improved edge-based contact tech-
nology, and the large charge density of the polarization-graded 3D electron gas
allowed the fabrication of devices with more than 120 mA/mm current density
(Publication VI). The PolFET structure, especially in the N-polar configuration,
might be beneficial for high aluminum-content III-N FETs. High Al-content
UWBG HEMTs with AlGaN channel are currently being pursued to extend the
limits of high power devices [164,171,174]. However, the demonstration of high
Al-content channel transistors has faced serious challenges due to high sheet
resistance and poor electrical contacts. By using an N-polar configuration, the
transistor channel can be placed in the top layer, closest to the surface, moving
it closer to the contacts. Similarly, the spatially distributed 3DEG channel in
the PolFET has a significant electron concentration throughout the layer. Both
of these factors are shown to contribute to low resistivity contacts in Publication
VI.

Figure 6.1 schematically shows the difference between an N-polar HEMT
channel and an N-polar PolFET channel. A HEMT uses an abrupt material
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Figure 6.1. The spatial distribution of electrons in N-polar HEMT and PolFET.

interface in the form of a heterostructure. The spontaneous and piezoelectric
polarization in the topmost strained layer combined with surface states (as
discussed earlier) generates electrons that can be trapped into a quantum-well
in the material interface. In contrast, in a PolFET, the channel material is
continuously graded, usually starting from the buffer composition, towards some
ending composition which has a lower bandgap.

Figure 6.2. Calculated conduction band profile (red line) and charge carrier density (black line)
profile of an N-polar AlGaN/AlN PolFET. The Al-concentration in the 100-nm-thick
AlGaN-channel was graded linearly from 0% to 30%. The colored area illustrates the
grading.

In a HEMT, the polarization charges are formed at the material interfaces due
to the discontinuity. However, the PolFET channel material is discontinuous
since the material composition changes as a function of thickness. Therefore,
the polarization charge is gradually spread over the entire channel. The spread
polarization charge together with the changing band gap generates an uniform
electron density in the channel material [172,173]. The analytical derivation of
the electron density and the sheet electron density is not straightforward. As
with HEMT, significant electron concentration is generated after some threshold
product of channel thickness and composition [162]. Roughly similar to a HEMT,
increasing the channel thickness linearly increases the sheet electron density.
However, PolFETs show a decreasing spatial electron density. Changing the
ending composition further from the buffer exponentially increases the electron
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density. It should be noted that, although the AlGaN/GaN HEMT is the most
prevalent material choice, any III-N material combination is possible as long as
the polarization and confinement requirements are met [162].

Figure 6.2 shows the calculated conduction band and electron density profiles
for an N-polar PolFET in which a graded AlGaN channel is grown on AlN. The
channel starting composition is AlN, and the material is linearly graded to an
ending composition of Al70Ga30N. A similar electron density profile could be
reached by, for example, using two different AlGaN compositions. It can be
seen (Figure 6.2) that a 3DEG channel has formed, there is an almost constant
electron density in the graded AlGaN material. Compared to the HEMTs
(Figures 5.6 and 5.8), the peak electron concentration is about two orders of
magnitude lower. However, since the PolFET 3DEG is spread across a larger
volume, the sheet electron density is similar to a HEMT, ns = 1.7×1013/cm2.

Since the PolFET channel material composition is graded, it is required that
the channel is a ternary (or quaternary) compound. However, the ternary
compounds have typically lower electron mobility due to alloy scattering which
can limit achievable current density [164]. Moreover, the mobility changes
as a function of the channel location due to the composition grading. It is
paramount to have the highest possible material quality, even more so than
in the case of the HEMTs. On the other hand, the saturated electron velocity
decreases as electron density or current density increases [175]. Thus, PolFETs
can maintain a higher saturated electron velocity than HEMTs since the peak
electron concentration is lower. The cutoff frequency and power gain depend
directly on the electron saturation velocity. This could lead to more linear RF
performance. Additionally, PolFETs exhibit better temperature stability in their
on-current as the alloys scattering is more prominent than phonon scattering,
which is highly temperature dependent [164].
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6.1 N-polar unintentionally doped AlN MOVPE growth

Figure 6.3. SEM images of 200-nm-thick N-polar AlN layers grown on 4H-SiC substrates with
either 4◦ or 1◦ miscut towards [1̄100] (M-plane) at 1150◦C nominal substrate surface
temperature with varying V/III-ratio. Reproduced from Publication IV.

As with any epitaxial semiconductor device, the starting point of device fabri-
cation is the formation of a high-quality unintentionally doped (UID) layer on
a chosen substrate. High-quality in this case is quantified by low TTD and a
smooth surface on the micro and macro scale. The demonstration of N-polar
AlN-based devices has been previously prevented by the lack of device quality
layers. Although similar TTD has been reached for N-polar layers, the high
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surface roughness has been a serious obstacle. There are two effects, hexago-
nal hillocks and step-bunching, which can cause macro-scale roughening of an
N-polar surface, thus rendering the material unusable for devices [112,116].

Publications III and IV discuss the growth of UID N-polar AlN on SiC. SiC
was chosen as a substrate as it defines the polarity of grown III-N layers as long
as the growth conditions are properly set. III-N layers grown on C-face (Si-face)
SiC are preferentially N-polar (metal-polar).

Figure 6.4. XRC FWHMs of symmetrical 002 (filled symbols) and skew-symmetric 102 (open
symbols) scans for 200-nm-thick N-polar AlN layers grown on 4H-SiC substrates
with 1◦ miscut (black) and 4◦ miscut (red) at 1150◦C nominal substrate surface
temperature with varying V/III-ratio. Reproduced from Publication IV.

A substrate with significant miscut is frequently used for N-polar epitaxy to
eliminate the hexagonal hillocks [116]. The miscut is typically between 2◦ and 4◦

for N-polar GaN growth. However, the use of a miscut substrate can cause step
bunching [116]. The hexagonal hillocks can be also eliminated by tuning the
process parameters which was demonstrated in Publication IV. This is especially
important for N-polar AlN which is very prone to step-bunching. Figure 6.3
shows SEM images of 200-nm-thick N-polar AlN layers on SiC substrates with
1◦ and 4◦ miscut towards M-plane. The growth temperature was 1150◦C and
the growth rate was 0.1 μm/h. It can be seen that the layers grown on the 4◦

miscut substrates exhibit stable step-flow growth without hexagonal hillocks
in the studied growth window. However, the used V/III-ratio has a significant
impact on the morphology of the layers grown on the 1◦ miscut substrates. It
can be seen (Figure 6.3) that the layer grown using V/III-ratio of 1000 has a
high density of hexagonal hillocks. By increasing the V/III-ratio to 10000, the
density of hexagonal hillocks is greatly reduced, although the size of the hillock
is increased. Finally, increasing the V/III-ratio to 20000 and above eliminates
the hexagonal hillocks. The high temperature and low growth rate both reduce
the surface supersaturation and island nucleation [106]. On the other hand,
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increasing the V/III-ratio reduces the diffusion length, thus reducing the capture
of adatoms into an island nucleus and step-up capture onto the plateau of a
hillock [125].

A trend similar to the surface roughness can be seen in the XRD FWHMs.
Figure 6.4 shows the X-ray rocking curve FWHMs of symmetrical 002 (filled
symbols) and skew-symmetric 102 (open symbols) scans for 200-nm-thick N-polar
AlN layers grown on 4H-SiC substrates with 1◦ miscut (black) and 4◦ miscut
(red) at 1150◦C nominal substrate surface temperature with varying V/III-ratio.
In the case of both miscuts, the lowest FWHM (and TTD) is reached at the lowest
III/V-ratio that is sufficient to suppress the formation of the hexagonal hillocks.
For the 4◦ miscut substrate, the optimal V/III-ratio in this study was 1000, the
lowest used, as no hillocks were observed using this miscut. On the other hand,
the 1◦ miscut substrate had the lowest crystalline disorder when a V/III-ratio
of 20000 was used. In both cases, increasing the V/III-ratio further increased
the crystalline disorder. As long as the hexagonal hillocks are eliminated, a
lower V/III-ratio increases the diffusion length and allows the adatoms to reach
more favorable lattice sites, thus increasing crystalline quality. The established
optimal growth conditions for low miscut substrates were found to be stable as
the same parameters result in high-quality N-polar AlN films even when using
nominally on-axis substrates (Publications IV and V).

6.2 N-polar resistive AlN MOVPE growth

After the UID growth has been established, resistive layers have to be imple-
mented for vertical device isolation and they also set the lower limit for leakage
current assuming a (perfectly) resistive substrate. The development of resistive
N-polar AlN is discussed in Publication V. It should be noted that the substrate
resistivity (conductivity) can cause significant device leakage especially if the
buffer and device layers are thin compared to the substrate. Vertical isolation is
achieved during epitaxy, lateral isolation is done during the processing typically
by etching trenches (mesas) or ion-implantation.

When the vertical isolation is considered, the transistor can be modeled as two
resistors in parallel, one representing the buffer resistivity, and the second the
transistor channel (disregarding substrate conductance). Typically, the buffer
resistivity can be thought of as a constant, although, for example, temperature
affects the buffer resistivity. The channel resistivity can be altered by changing
the gate potential, thereby changing the resistivity in the gate area as previously
discussed in Section 5.5. The transistor on-resistance is set by the lowest channel
resistance, in the case of III-N FETs, at few volts of overdrive above the Vt. On
the other hand, the off-current is ultimately limited by the buffer resistivity, if
the gate voltage is set well below the Vt. These two factors define the transistor
on/off-ratio, an important figure of merit.

The resistive layers are realized when the impurity concentration in the grown
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film is sufficiently low such that no charge carriers are generated. This is
achieved by tuning the epitaxy process conditions. Another possibility is to
introduce compensating impurities (doping) or defects that pin the Fermi level
near the center of bandgap, ensuring that there is a very low concentration of free
charge carriers (high resistivity). The effect is the same as very low impurity, an
intrinsic, semiconductor; the compensation doping is typically easier in practice.
The UID MOVPE grown III-Ns typically show some low n-type conductance
mainly due to oxygen, and other impurities [72]. Iron and carbon are commonly
used for compensation doping during GaN growth [73,74].

Figure 6.5. SIMS depth profiles of silicon (solid black), oxygen (solid red), hydrogen (dashed
black), and carbon (dashed red) concentrations in N-polar AlN layers grown with
various V=III ratios at the growth temperature of 1150 ◦C. The V=III ratios of the
sample layers were 1000, 5000, and 10000. The marker layers and the sample layers
are indicated by the white and gray areas, respectively. The marker layers were
grown with a V/III ratio of 20000 at the growth temperature of 1150 ◦C. Reproduced
from Publication V.

The development of resistive N-polar AlN was studied in Publication V. Two
samples were grown in which the V/III-ratio and temperature were varied. C-
face on-axis SiC was used as the substrate. It was discovered that while the
concentration of typical impurities, oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon was low, the
films contained significant unintentional silicon rendering them conductive. The
growth was started using the conditions for the UID AlN growth. A 400-nm-thick
UID layer was grown, which acted as a marker layer, at 1150 ◦C with a V/III
ratio of 20000. After this layer, pairs of 200-nm-thick marker and sample layers
were grown. The marker layers had the same growth conditions as the first
layer. The growth rates for the marker layers and sample layers were 0.1 μm/h
and between 0.3 to 0.4 μm/h, respectively. Secondary-ion mass spectrometry
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Figure 6.6. SIMS depth profiles of silicon (solid black), oxygen (solid red), hydrogen (dashed
black), and carbon (dashed red) concentrations in N-polar AlN layers grown with
various growth temperatures at a V/III ratio of 8000. The growth temperatures of
the sample layers were 1050, 1085, and 1110 ◦C. The marker layers and sample
layers are indicated by white and gray areas, respectively. The marker layers were
grown at a V/III ratio of 20000 at a growth temperature of 1150 ◦C. Reproduced
from Publication V.

(SIMS) measurements, were carried out to determine the concentrations of
silicon, oxygen, hydrogen and carbon in the AlN layers as a function of depth.

Figure 6.5 shows the SIMS measured impurity concentration as a function
of depth in the sample in which the V/III-ratio was varied between 1000 and
10000. The oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon concentrations were independent of
the V/III ratio in this growth regime being 3 × 117, 1 × 1017, and 3 × 1016 /cm3,
respectively. On the other hand, the silicon concentration in N-polar AlN layers
was heavily dependent on the V/III ratio, using V/III ratios of 10000 and 5000
reduced the Si concentration by a factor of five compared to the marker layers.
However, the silicon concentration was increased by decreasing the V/III ratio
to 1000, reaching a level comparable to that of the marker layers (2 × 1018 /cm3)
due to the degradation in crystalline quality at low V/III ratios (Publication III
and IV). The decrease in silicon concentration may result from the increased
growth rate because the growth rate was roughly quadrupled compared with
the marker layer conditions.

Figure 6.6 shows the SIMS measured impurity concentration as a function
of depth in the sample in which the nominal sample surface temperature was
varied between 1050 and 1110 ◦C. The V/III ratio for the sample layers was 8000.
The growth of smooth films at reduced temperature and V/III ratio suggests that
the surface diffusion during N-polar AlN growth needs to be sufficiently low. The
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concentration of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon impurities was independent of the
growth temperature in this growth regime. However, the silicon concentration
in N-polar AlN layers was heavily dependent on the growth temperature. The
silicon concentration decreased from 2 × 1018 /cm3 to 9 × 1015 /cm3 when growth
temperature was decreased from 1110 ◦C to 1050 ◦C. The most likely cause for
the unintentional silicon incorporation into the AlN layers is the etching of the
SiC-coated susceptor in the H2/NH3 atmosphere.

An N-polar AlN MESFET was grown utilizing the optimized low-impurity
conditions in order to study the buffer resistivity. A two-step approach was used
since a direct low-temperature N-polar AlN growth results in a very rough sur-
face due to hexagonal hillocks (Publication IV). A 50-nm-thick high-temperature
UID layer was grown first to provide a high quality and smooth starting point.
Then, a 400-nm-thick AlN layer was grown for the vertical insulation at 1050 ◦C.
These layers were followed by 10 nm of UID AlN to reduce surface roughness
and an silicon-doped n++-layer which acts as the MESFET channel.

Using the developed buffer, the MESFET exhibited maximum three-terminal
Lgd of 1180 V when the Lgd was 30 μm. The off-state Id was less than 10 nA/mm
at Vds = 1000 V. These results show the potential of the N-polar AlN buffer for
high-power applications. However, the effective Ec of the three-terminal Lgd was
0.36 MV/cm while the theoretical Ec of AlN is 12 MV/cm. This shows that the
resistive N-polar AlN should be developed further, for example, by employing
extrinsic compensation doping, such as iron or carbon doping, and/or by changing
the susceptor coating material to prevent unintentional silicon incorporation [66,
73,74]. Similarly, growth conditions that allow further reduction in temperature
should be investigated.

6.3 N-polar PolFET fabrication and electrical characteristics

Once the prerequisites, the UID and the resistive N-polar AlN growth, had
been developed, these layers could be used as a starting point for an AlGaN/AlN
PolFET. Figure 6.7a shows the schematic cross-section of the PolFET. The PolFET
has the familiar two-step buffer structure, A 50-nm-thick high-temperature UID
layer was grown first to provide a high quality and smooth starting point. Then,
a 400-nm-thick AlN layer was grown for the vertical insulation at 1050 ◦C.
These layers were followed by 10 nm of UID AlN to reduce surface roughness.
On top of this AlN buffer, a continuously graded 100-nm-thick AlGaN layer,
starting from AlN and ending in Al0.8Ga0.2N, was grown which acts as the
transistor channel. Finally, a silicon-doped n++-Al0.8Ga 0.2N capping layer with
30 nm thickness was grown on top of the graded AlGaN channel to further
reduce the access resistances. Figure 6.7b shows the calculated energy band
diagram of the PolFET. It can be seen that the profile in the continuously-graded
AlGaN-channel is very flat and that the peak charge carrier density is 1.3 ×
1018/cm3. The integrated sheet charge of the channel is 1.2 × 1013/cm2 which is
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similar to a non-graded channel of the same alloy composition and similar to a
typical HEMT.

The fabrication process starts with the source/drain recess etching in Cl2-
based reactive ion etching (RIE) to a depth of 50 nm. The sample was dipped
into 1:3 water:HCl solution before contact metal evaporation to remove the
surface native oxide. Ti (20 nm)/ Al (100 nm)/ Ni (25 nm)/ Au (50 nm) metal
stack was evaporated and patterned by lift-off for electrical contacts, followed
by annealing at 700 ◦C for 30 s in nitrogen ambient. After fabricating the
source/drain contacts, the device lateral isolation was performed by mesa etching
in Cl2-based RIE to a depth of 400 nm. Finally, Ni (30 nm)/ Au (200 nm) was
evaporated and patterned using lift-off for the gate metallization.

�

Figure 6.7. (a) Schematic cross-section of the fabricated N-polar AlGaN/AlN PolFET with re-
cessed source/drain contacts. (b) Calculated energy-band diagram (red lines) and
charge carrier density (black line) profile of the PolFET. The dashed horizontal
line shows the Fermi level. The y-axis for energy has been broken for readability.
Reproduced from Publication VI.

Figure 6.8. (a) N-polar PolFET DC output characteristics for gate-source voltage from +4 V to
-20 V. (b) Transfer characteristics at a drain-source voltage of +10V for gate-source
voltage with a gate length of 4 μm and source to drain distance of 12 μm. Reproduced
from Publication VI.

Figure 6.8a presents the DC output characteristics of the PolFET with a gate
length of 4 μm and source to drain spacing of 12 μm at room temperature. It
can be seen that the PolFET has normally-on operation as expected from the
simulated band structure. The maximum Id was 62.8 mA/mm for Vgs = +4 V. The
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�

Figure 6.9. N-polar PolFET transfer characteristics at a drain-source voltage of +10V for gate-
source voltage at operating temperatures of 20 ◦C and 250 ◦C. (b) N-polar PolFET
with a 30-nm-thick Al2O3 gate insulator DC output characteristics for gate-source
voltage from +4 V to -36 V. Reproduced from Publication VI.

combination of the N-polar structure, the recessed contacts, and the polarization-
graded 3D electron gas was found to significantly reduce the contact resistance.
The reduced contact resistance allows the PolFET to demonstrate more than one
order of magnitude greater Id-density in contrast to earlier reports for very high
Al-content (>70%) AlGaN/AlN polarization-doped (HEMT/PolFET) transistors
[171]. The DC transfer characteristics of the PolFET at room temperature are
presented in Figure 6.8b. The measurements were performed at Vds of +10 V.
The off state Id was 3.7 μA for Vgs = -16 V. The off-state Id was limited by gate
leakage (Figure 6.8). The on off/off ratio was 1.1× 104.

Figure 6.9a presents transfer characteristics of the PolFET between 20 ◦C and
250 ◦C. The Id increased 17% at 250 ◦C compared to 20 ◦C. The temperature
stability of Id is due to small mobility degradation of the AlGaN channel since
alloy scattering is greater than phonon scattering [164]. Typical AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs show decreasing Id at higher temperatures [176]. However, the PolFET
on/off-ratio is significantly reduced at elevated temperatures, which is attributed
to buffer leakage due to thermally activated impurities. Therefore, the buffer
should be improved by reducing unintentional impurities or by compensation
doping [66, 73, 74]. Figure 6.9b presents the DC output characteristics of a
PolFET at room temperature with an atomic layer deposited 30-nm-thick Al2O3

gate insulator. The device had a gate length of 3 μm and source to drain spacing
of 11 μm. The gate insulator increased Id significantly to 126 mA/mm for Vgs

= +4 V, at the expense of very negative pinch-off Vgs, which is attributed to
reduction in electron trapping to surface states [177]. Nevertheless, this result
shows a way of improving the maximum Id.
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7. Improvements to metal-polar III-N
FETs

Methods for improving the performance of metal-polar III-N FETs were studied
on two fronts, namely, by increasing the level and density of integration, and
UWBG AlN FETs. The level of integration was approached with two separate
studies, growth of GaN on 6-inch SOI and co-fabrication of p- and n-channel
AlGaN/GaN HEMT on Si, Publications I and II, respectively. The fabrication of
Si-ion implanted AlN MESFET was studied in Publication VII.

7.1 MOVPE growth of GaN on 6-inch SOI-substrates

The MOVPE growth of GaN on 6-inch SOI-substrates was studied in Publication
I. A SOI substrate consists of a bulk handle wafer which is typically (100) silicon,
a buried oxide (BOX) which is SiO2, and a thin (typically 0.1 to 10’s μm) device
silicon layer. The use of a SOI substrate has been shown to be beneficial for
GaN epitaxy for two reasons. First, from the point of epitaxy, the SOI substrate
device layer together with the BOX can absorb some of the stresses generated
during the crystal growth [88–92]. Therefore, lower dislocation densities have
been demonstrated using SOI substrates for GaN epitaxy. However, the use of a
SOI substrate requires optimization of the buffer structure to prevent cracks.
Secondly, the BOX provides additional vertical insulation [91]. In the simplest
form, this insulator decreases the vertical leakage current, increases the vertical
breakdown voltage, and can reduce parasitic reactances in RF applications [34].
On the circuit level, the SOI substrate can be used to more efficiently isolate
transistors when combined with trench isolation. The monolithic integration
increases the level of integration that can be realized as well as reduces the
losses from the gate driver to the power transistors.

In Publication I, a typical MOVPE growth process of GaN on Si was used
to grow GaN layers on 6-inch SOI substrates. The growth was started with a
low-temperature AlN layer followed by a high-temperature AlN, and step-graded
buffer AlGaN layers for strain engineering before the GaN layers. These GaN
templates could be used for HEMTs or LEDs with the addition of device layers.
The AlGaN buffer provides compressive strain to counter the tensile strain on
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GaN layers due to thermal expansion mismatch when cooled to room tempera-
ture. Further, the buffer helps to match the vastly different lattice constants of
Si (111) and GaN, in addition to offering some dislocation annihilation.

The threading dislocation density (TTD) of grown layers was examined using
DSE. The DSE measurements suggested that the use of SOI substrate for
GaN epitaxy approximately reduces the dislocation density by a factor of two
compared to a reference bulk Si sample. The strain state and TTD of GaN
layers were estimated using XRD. GaN layers grown on SOI exhibited lower
strain according to the XRD analysis, whereas the TTD estimates were the same
compared to bulk Si reference. Synchrotron radiation X-ray topography (SR-
XRT) analysis showed a formation of a dislocation network in the SOI device Si
layer. The lower strain of GaN and the lower TTD is suggested to result from the
formation of dislocation network. Finally, the vertical insulation characteristics
of a SOI substrate was compared to the reference bulk Si in GaN applications.
Aligned contact pads on top of the epitaxial layers and on the wafer bottom were
fabricated. The pads consisted of evaporated Ti (20 nm) / Au (80 nm) layers. A
voltage ramp test was applied between the pads until the onset of breakdown.
The breakdown of structures grown on SOI was delayed by approximately 400 V
compared to the bulk Si. These results show that GaN-on-SOI platform is
promising for power electronics applications.

7.2 P-channel AlGaN/GaN HEMT on Si

The co-fabrication of E-mode p-channel HEMTs and n-channel HEMTs on 6-inch
Si for CMOS applications was the focus of Publication II. Almost exclusively,
the commercial III-N HEMTs are n-channel; the charge carrier in the channel
is an electron [32]. P-channel HEMTs hold much promise as complementary
logic could be realized. This could allow a much higher level of integration
as the GaN-based power electronics currently require either heterogeneous
integration of Si-transistors for gate drivers or the use of resistor/enhancement-
mode transistor-logic which limits the complexity of the circuit [32,93,152].

The demonstration of p-channel HEMTs has been limited because the gen-
eration of two-dimensional-hole gas (2DHG) is more difficult. 2DHG mobility
and density is low compared to 2DEG [32], an even more challenging problem
has been the formation of ohmic contacts to p-GaN and the access resistance
from contacts to the channel. Therefore the p-channel HEMTs have shown only
1/1000 the current densities compared to similar n-channel devices. The low
current density limits the usefulness of these devices. The p-channel devices
would need a much larger surface area on the chip compared to the n-channel
counterparts, which in turn induces large RC-delay. Especially demonstrating
a high current density p-channel E-mode devices has proved challenging as
the gate recess decreases the on-current, a similar trade-off between Vt and Id

that exists for E-mode n-channel HEMTs. A further complication is that both
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transistors should ideally be monolithically fabricated from the same epitaxial
stack.

The co-fabrication of E-mode p-channel HEMTs and n-channel HEMTs on
6-inch Si for CMOS applications was studied in Publication II. An epitaxial
stack was chosen that supports the simultaneous fabrication of both transistors
without the need of regrowth. It should be noted that a more sophisticated
fabrication process with regrowth(s) could be devised. The epitaxial structure is
very similar to the commercial HEMT structure on Si. The growth is started
with the AlN nucleation followed by AlGaN buffer layers and a thick (4.2 μm)
resistive GaN. The device layers were 420 nm UID GaN, 15 nm Al0.2Ga0.8N and
70 nm p-GaN (Mg: 3 × 1019/cm3). The p-GaN served a dual purpose; the first
purpose being for the p-channel HEMT, it helped to generate the 2DHG and
formed ohmic contacts for holes. The second purpose was that the p-GaN was
used to deplete the n-channel for E-mode operation.

The p-channel device fabrication prioritized the ohmic contacts above all else
as they set the limit for the current density that can be extracted from the
set epitaxial stack. Ohmic contacts to p-type GaN are considered challenging
since the work function of p-GaN is higher than any metal. Therefore, some
workarounds originally developed for GaN LEDs are employed, in addition to
some novel ones (more details in Publication II). First, the very top of the p-GaN
layer is heavily doped p+++-GaN (∼1021 × cm3, more than 1% of the semiconduc-
tor) to generate conduction through a defect band. Secondly, photoresist was not
allowed on the p-GaN surface; instead, a lift-off scheme utilizing a thin Al-layer
and photoresist was used. Then, surface native oxide was removed with buffered
oxide etch (BOE) before sputtering Ni/Au contact metals. Sputtering was found
to provide a lower contact resistance as the higher energy process (compared
to evaporation) cleans the surface during deposition and some of the metals
incorporate in to the semiconductor. After lift-off, the contacts were annealed
in O2/N2 atmosphere at 550 ◦C. The atmosphere is thought to break Mg-H
complexes near the surface and provide better Mg-acceptor activation. It should
be noted, that this lower annealing temperature does not cause the metal protru-
sions that are used for n-type ohmic contacts. After the ohmic contact formation,
the rest of the transistor fabrication is more conventional. The device lateral
isolation was performed by mesa etching in Cl2-based RIE using a photoresist
mask. A similar process was then used for the gate recess such that the p-GaN
thickness in the gate region was 15 nm. Atomic layer deposition was used to
form the 17-nm-thick Al2O3 gate insulator. Finally, a Ni/Au gate electrode was
evaporated and patterned using lift-off. The complementary n-channel HEMT
was fabricated by etching the p-GaN except under the gate and then following
typical methods.

The fabricated p-channel transistors had a Lg = 3 μm, Lgs = 3 μm and Lgd =
3 μm. There was a clear trade-off between the Ron, Vt and on/off ratio as expected
as a function of the gate recess depth. The measured Vt, Ron and on/off ratios
were -1 V, 2 V and 5 V, 2 kΩ/mm, 2.5 kΩ/mm and 7 kΩ/mm, 3 × 105, 3 × 105, 1 ×
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105 and 1 × 103, for p-GaN thicknesses of 9 nm, 15 nm and 21 nm under the gate,
respectively. The highest Id was 1.1 mA/mm at Vds = -5 V and Vgs = -11 V. 2DHG
density and hole drift mobility were 4 × 1012/cm2 and 7.5 cm2/V×s respectively.
While the hole density in 2DHG is comparable to the electron density in a 2DEG,
the mobility is roughly two orders of magnitude lower. Therefore, the channel
properties together with the ohmic contacts explain the challenges experienced
for the p-channel transistors. Nevertheless, these results are interesting as
they show comparable performance to previous demonstrations, which were on
sapphire, on commercially viable 6-inch Si, while simultaneously offering the
option of n-channel HEMTs. Although the p-HEMT performance is currently
limited, they could prove beneficial in CMOS gate drivers for integrated GaN
electronics in which enhancement-resistor logic is currently used. The channel
properties could be potentially improved by regrowth(s) especially in the gate
region, employing a UID GaN that would improve the hole mobility. N-polar
structures could potentially offer a higher hole mobility when the holes are
induced using polarization.

7.3 Si-ion implanted AlN MESFET

The fabrication of AlN-based Si-ion implanted MESFETs was studied in Publi-
cation VII. UWBG AlN holds tremendous potential for high power applications
due to a critical electric field four times that of GaN and forty times that of Si
[32].

The MESFETs were fabricated from 1-μm-thick AlN templates on sapphire
grown by DOWA Electronics Materials. Si-ion implantations were performed at
different angles and energies (see Publication VII for details) to create a uniform
doping profile for the transistor channel and ohmic contacts. The implantation
was simulated to yield a box profile with a depth of 200 nm and concentration
of 1 × 1020/cm3. The Si-donors were thermally activated in a MOVPE reactor
at a pyrometer measured surface temperature of 1230 ◦C for 30 min in an N2

atmosphere.
Typical fabrication process was used for the AlN MESFETs. After the ion-

implantation, Ti (20 nm)/Al (100 nm)/Ni (25 nm)/Au (50 nm) metal stacks were
deposited using an electron-beam evaporation and patterned using lift-off for
source/drain contacts. The contact metals were annealed at 800 ◦C for 30 s in
an N2 ambient. Mesa isolation was obtained by Cl2-based RIE. A Ni (30 nm)/Au
(200 nm) metal stack was deposited for the gate electrode.

The electron mobility and sheet carrier concentration of the n-type AlN layer
were 130 cm2/V × s and 6 × 108/cm2, respectively. The carrier concentration is
much lower than the doping density since the activation ratio in UWBG AlN is
low. The MESFETs had a Lg of 2 μm and Lgs of 2 μm. The AlN MESFETs had a
normally-on operation and pinch-off voltage (Vgs) of <-10 V. The maximum Id

was 8.7 μA/mm for Vgs = +8 V. The AlN MESFET showed an effective critical
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electric field of 1.0 MV/cm in three terminal Lgd measurements. A three terminal
Lgd of 2370 V was achieved at Lgd = 25 μm. While these values are better than
those previously reported for (Al)GaN-buffers, they fall short of the theoretical
Ec of 12 MV/cm of AlN. The discrepancy could be due to conduction on the device
surface or unintentional impurities in the UID AlN buffer.

The AlN MESFET Id was limited by both the channel and contact resistances;
nevertheless, it exhibited good breakdown characteristics. The donor-created
channels are less efficient as semiconductor band gap increases. For UWBG
semiconductor based FETs, polarization induced channels should be employed
to increase the channel charge carrier density [32]. Nevertheless, these results
show the possibility of fabricating AlN MESFETs and some of these techniques
could be applied to other UWBG devices.
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8. Prospects of III-N electronics markets

The commercial interest in III-N-based electronics is due to both the demon-
strated and potential higher performance over incumbent Si, SiC and GaAs
technologies [14,31,35]. The III-N markets can be split into power electronics
and RF electronics. In power electronics, GaN competes with established Si and
SiC-based devices, whereas the competitors in RF electronics are Si and GaAs.
The prevalence of Si technology is due to the extreme maturity and economics
of scale which allow to overcome some of the limitations of Si for both power
and RF applications. SiC has been applied to power electronics in which the
increased breakdown field is valuable [31, 32]. On the other hand, GaAs RF
electronics, especially in the form of monolithic microwave integrated circuits
(MMICs), are mature and cover some of the RF telecom market, in addition to
defense and space applications [14].

The market penetration of especially GaN-based electronics is twofold. First,
the GaN devices have enabled applications which have not been previously vi-
able, mostly for radio and radar electronics in aerospace and defense applications
[13,14]. In these applications, the unit cost has not been a stringent limitation
and relatively immature GaN HEMTs have been able to cater for the low volume
markets. The second wave of GaN adoption, which is currently underway, occurs
in the more high volume markets of general power electronics and telecom RF
electronics [14,31]. In this case, the increasing maturity of GaN starts to offer a
higher performance per dollar compared to the other semiconductor materials.

The commercial viability of GaN is enhanced by increasing performance figures
of each generation, in addition to adoption of epitaxy on large-area silicon
substrates and leveraging the development of larger SiC substrates [31, 32].
Adoption is further increased as the level of integration increases, in other
words, the shift from discrete components to integrated circuits. Early players
start to favor a certain technology when the total system cost breaks even,
whereas the actual tipping point for the industry is the component level cost, a
case demonstrated by the adoption of SiC and GaAs over Si. However, multiple
technologies are used on the system level as the required level of integration
and other figures of merits change.
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8.1 Power electronics

The power electronics sector is currently split, in terms of voltage and frequency,
between the three semiconductors, Si, SiC and GaN, the two former ones being
most prominent and mature [31,35]. In power electronics, SiC is experiencing a
steady adoption over Si. Vertical silicon devices (thyristor, FET and IGBT) have
historically been able to dominate much of the low frequency (below 100 khz)
power applications, whereas lateral MOSFETs have replaced much of the passive
consumer-market AC-adapters. Vertical technology has expanded the voltage
range of solid-state power electronics into the kVs while being limited to roughly
below 10 khz. The vertical devices have enabled the electric rail and electric
grid applications for power semiconductors and shown reduced losses in lower
voltage systems such as motor drives, electric vehicles and photovoltaic inverters
due to decreased resistive losses [31,32].

The GaN HEMT is competing on these two fronts. In the case of the lower
voltage switching power, AC-adapters and DC-DC conversion (below 900 V), GaN-
on-Si has the potential to replace the incumbent Si technology and overcome
the proposed SiC-based alternatives. This sector encompasses roughly 70% of
the 15 billion USD total power electronics component/module market [33]. The
GaN power devices currently account for only a 20 million USD market, but a
rapid growth is expected to roughly 500 million USD by 2023 [33]. This growth
is spearheaded by the adoption of the rapid charging applications of consumer
electronics, switching power supplies, electric vehicles as well as by enabling
new applications.

GaN HEMTs offer a much higher operation frequency, which has become a
touchstone for power switching, than Si or SiC based transistors. The higher
frequency allows the reduction or elimination of passive components, thus
significantly reducing the overall system footprint [32]. A further reduction in
size is due to both the higher power density at reduced resistive losses and up to
200 ◦C channel temperature compared to Si maximum junction temperatures,
which are closer to 100 ◦C. While GaN-on-Si per unit area is more expensive
than Si, the performance per dollar is offset by the aforementioned factors. The
low-cost large-area Si substrates for GaN HEMTs allow a reduction of the cost
below that of SiC. However, the the GaN and SiC power devices are on a collision
course as the voltage is scaled up.

Medium voltage (1 kV to 2 kV) applications have been ideal for SiC devices
with competition with GaN being seen at the lower end of this range, which
has 20% share of the total market [33]. The GaN HEMTs are limited in this
regime as higher breakdown voltages require a larger surface area in the lateral
devices. In contrast, the electric field is easier to handle in vertical SiC devices by
increasing the drift region thickness. Furthermore, SiC MOSFETs can operate at
much higher temperatures and have better thermal conductivity. GaN HEMTs
can be pushed into higher operating voltages by employing SiC substrates. This
allows higher material quality and thicker layers, which can help to increase
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the breakdown voltage. Simultaneously, the SiC substrate has a higher thermal
conductivity and stays more resistive at higher temperatures compared to a Si
substrate. However, the GaN on SiC significantly increases the cost and brings
the unit area cost to the level of pure SiC devices. Therefore, the SiC devices
initially seem to retain the upper hand. In the longer term, the advances in both
technologies will decide the outcome in medium voltage applications.

Multiple approaches, some of which are studied in this thesis, have been
proposed to both improve the performance of III-N devices in the current applica-
tions and expand the application range. The development of GaN-CMOS would
increase the possible level of integration tremendously by enabling monolithic
gate driver logic, which is studied in Publication II. Publication I demonstrated
increased isolation of GaN devices when grown on SOI substrates which could
also enable a higher level of integration.

The voltage handling capability and maximum power density could be signifi-
cantly increased by using AlN-based FETs as AlN ideally offers four times the
critical electric field compared to GaN [32]. Thus, the III-N application range
could be further extended to the medium voltage region and potentially into
high and very high voltages. The AlN-based FETs are studied in Publications
III-IIV. Similarly, GaN as a material is not inherently limited to medium volt-
ages, rather the limiting factor is the lack of vertical III-N devices [32]. Vertical
III-N devices are being developed which show significantly higher breakdown
voltages at the expense of operating frequency as they are MOSFETs and not
HEMTs [32,178]. The high voltage regime presents untapped applications and
growth for solid-state power electronics.

8.2 RF electronics

The global RF components market was valued at 18 billion USD in 2018 [28].
Similar to the power electronics, the RF electronics is divided between three
semiconductor families. These are Si, traditional III-Vs (GaAs and InP) and GaN.
The choice of the material depends on operating frequency, power density and
the level of integration needed for the application. Historically, the solid state
RF electronics were spawned by GaAs MESFET technology in the 1970s which
enabled semiconductors to replace some of the vacuum tube applications [12,13].
The real breakthrough was the demonstration of GaAs HEMT and its application
in the 1990s to commercial telecommunication and military/space radio/radar
applications [15]. Especially the development of MMICs paved the way for an
unprecedented level of integration and complexity, which is analogous to the
transition from vacuum tubes to discrete solid state components and eventually
to integrated circuits [13]. More recently Si, has entered into RF electronics in
the form of laterally diffused metal oxide semiconductor (LDMOS) and SiGe
bipolar and CMOS technology (BiCMOS). These silicon-based transistors have
seen large-scale use in the cell phone handset front-end modules and base
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stations where they are combined with GaAs hetero-junction bipolar transistor
(HBT) RF power amplifiers. GaAs HBTs are preferred over GaAs HEMTs for
mass markets as the fabrication process can be all-optical lithography. The RF
GaAs HEMTs typically require electron beam lithography for the gate module,
which significantly increases the cost.

The upcoming 5G networks present a interesting challenge for RF electronics
as operating frequency, power density and the level of integration have to
be increased while lowering the cost. Silicon technology has a high level of
integration but difficulties in simultaneously achieving high operating frequency
(30 GHz to 100 GHz) with suitable power (from 10 W up to 100 W). GaAs offers
higher cut-off frequencies and higher power densities than Si. However, GaAs
has a higher chip cost than Si due to the substrate price as well as difficulties in
reaching very high power densities. It might be possible to gradually improve
these technologies to reach the required performance. However, it is GaN
HEMTs that are poised to dominate much of the 5G markets. In addition, as
Si and GaAs are expected to be only gradually improved, GaN HEMTs possess
much untapped potential, and their performance is being improved at a faster
rate [13].

GaN HEMTs and MMICs roughly offer an order of magnitude higher power
density in applications below 100 GHz compared to the other semiconductor
materials. In addition, GaN-on-Si RF devices can reduce the substrate cost
significantly impacting chip cost [29, 30]. However, the use of GaN-on-Si for
RF applications requires the use of high resistivity substrates which are more
expensive than standard silicon. Moreover, Si has a lower thermal conductivity
than GaN and becomes more conductive at higher temperatures. The present
full potential of GaN RF amplifiers can be unleashed on SiC substrates that offer
a higher crystal quality and three times the thermal conductivity of Si [14,32].
The substrate choice ultimately depends on the performance per dollar. As is
the case with GaN LEDs, multiple vendors offer products on both substrates
[8]. The RF GaN market is currently valued at 380 million, telecommunications
occupying roughly 40%, but it is expected to grow to 1.3 billion USD by 2023,
partially due to 5G adoption [179]. In defense applications, the GaN MMICs
on SiC are steadily replacing their GaAs counterparts. New installations and
upgrades are mostly based on GaN due to the much higher attainable power
densities. The defense applications account for roughly 40% of the GaN RF
markets [179]. GaAs and InP retain some of the niche applications beyond
100 GHz, for example, in radio astronomy [13,14]

In the future, the GaN RF HEMTs could be further improved by using an
N-polar structure. The N-polar structures offer many benefits, such as inherent
back-barrier for electron confinement, low-resistivity ohmic contacts, and easier
vertical scaling [165–169]. These factors can increase the cut-off frequency and
power density significantly [170]. Similarly, AlN-based structures could offer an
order of magnitude higher power density and further scaling of the device due
to increased critical electric field [32,174]. N-polar structures and AlN-based
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FETs were studied in Publications III-IIV.
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9. Summary

This thesis investigated two areas for improving III-N transistor technology.
Namely, methods for a higher level of integration and, on the other hand, ultra-
wide band gap (UWBG) AlN-based transistors. For increasing the integration,
GaN HEMT epitaxy on 6-inch SOI substrates and the monolithic fabrication of p-
and n-channel HEMTs on 6-inch Si substrates were investigated in Publications
I and II, respectively. Publications III, IV, V and VI present the development of
the front-end-of-line fabrication process of an N-polar AlN-based PolFET on SiC.
Publication VII investigates the fabrication of an ion-implanted AlN MESFET.

The effects of SOI substrate for GaN epitaxy on layer quality and strain
were investigated in Publication I. Synchrotron radiation X-ray topography
analysis confirmed that the stress relief mechanism in GaN-on-SOI epitaxy is
the formation of a dislocation network to the SOI device Si layer. In addition,
the buried oxide layer significantly improves the vertical leakage characteristics
as the onset of the breakdown is delayed by approximately 400 V.

Monolithic fabrication of p- and n-channel HEMTs on 6-inch Si substrates was
investigated in Publication II. This study advances the GaN based complemen-
tary circuit technology that uses p-GaN gated AlGaN/GaN HEMT by fabricating
p-channel transistor using the same epi-structure as p-GaN-gated n-channel
devices.

Publications III and IV study the nucleation and UID growth of AlN in both
metal-polar and N-polar configurations. Publication III further confirms the
need to separately optimize the MOVPE growth conditions for metal and N-
polar AlN on SiC. The N-polar material requires much higher temperatures
and different V/III-ratio as previously reported in the literature. Publication
IV further expands on the N-polar AlN growth on SiC. The use of N-polar AlN
was previously limited by macro-scale surface roughness due to step-bunching
and micro-hillocks. We showed that by using a reduced substrate miscut, the
step-bunching could be solved. Further, the combination of high growth temper-
ature, reduced growth rate and high V/III-ratio was used to control the surface
supersaturation and eliminate the hexagonal hillocks. Thus, we demonstrated
the first device quality N-polar AlN on SiC.

Publication V discusses the development and optimization of a resistive N-
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polar AlN buffer, which was further used to demonstrate an N-polar AlN MES-
FET. This is the first demonstration of an N-polar AlN-based transistor. The
buffer growth was started with a high-temperature nucleation layer for achiev-
ing low dislocation density. XRD FWHMs were 120 and 210 arcsec for (002)
and (102) reflections, respectively. However, it was discovered that the high
temperature growth leads to unintentional Si incorporation. Therefore, a re-
duced temperature layer was grown to act as electrical insulation. The buffer
demonstrated low leakage, 5.6 nA/mm at a 100 V bias. Finally, a Si-doped n++-
AlN layer was grown for a MESFET demonstration which exhibited an off-state
drain current of 0.27 nA/mm

The AlN buffer was used as a foundation for an N-polar AlGaN/AlN PoLFET
on SiC presented in Publication VI. This is the first demonstration of an N-polar
AlN-based polarization doped (PolFET, HEMT) FET. The combination of the
N-polar structure, an improved edge-based contact technology and the large
charge density of the polarization-graded 3D electron gas allows the fabrication
of devices with more than 120 mA/mm current density. This is the highest value
reported for an AlGaN/AlN heterostructure so far.

Publication VII shows the first demonstration of ion-implanted metal-polar
AlN MESFET. The off-state breakdown voltage was 2370 V for drain-to-gate
spacing of 25 μm showing the great potential of AlN high-power applications.
Ion-implantation can further improve the AlN-based FETs.

The results of this thesis could improve the GaN technology on two fronts. First,
the development of GaN-CMOS would increase the possible level of integration
greatly by enabling monolithic gate driver logic. Secondly, UWBG AlN holds
tremendous potential for high power applications due to a critical electric field
four times that of GaN and forty times that of Si.
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